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Made in Maine
for the highest quality
of sound reproduction.
Priced from $338 the pair
The NEAR-50M Loudspeaker
(New England Audio
Resource). The 50M's three
metal-alloy-diaphragms deliver
superior musical detail
without "break-up~ or
"ringing. "
" ... this is one of the most
accurate loud-speakers
you can buy at any
price."
-Martin G. DeWulf,
Bound for Sound
See the complete review of
our 50M in The Absolute
Sound issue #77, or call us
for a free copy.

Aragon...
Audible
Illusions...
Audioquest...
Audio
Research ... Bryston ... Compact Discs ... Creek ... CWD .. .
Denon... Dynavector... Grado... Jamo... Lexicon .. .
Magneplaner... Magnum Dynalab... Mark Levenson .. .
Mission ... NAD ... NEAR ... PSB ... Revolver ... Rote\. .. SME .. .
Sota... Sumiko... Sumo... Stax... Symdex... Thorens .. .
VP\. .. AND MUCH MORE!

Hi Fi ExCI-lANGE
Foreside Mall, U.s. Route One, Falmouth, ME
207-781-2326 • 1.ao~244-2326

Pat Murphy: "I lind stray books a home."

A conversation with

Pat Murphy

Stay Fit and
He.a lthyat
Maine's Most
Comprehensive
Health and
Racquet Club

Pat Murphy owns Yes Books in Portland. He has
been a bookseller for 26 years, and estimates that
he's bought and sold more than 100,000 books.
Murphy is also a poet.
What's your favorite book?

Well, after a while, you see so many books they
look like cord wood. But my personal poetry collection, a lot of Robert Creeley, I like that. I have a
Signed Steinbeck, too, that was his Nobel Prize
acceptance speech, and that's real special.

• Tennis-Clinics, Leagues, Lessons
• Complete Fitness Center
& Training Center
• Aerobics for all ages & levels
• Racquetball
~~=C::
• Badminton
'!' Squash
• Table Tennis

tI

What are these books here?

That's my quantum physics section. People are
interested in that, in the relationships between past,
present and future. In time. I can only follow it so .
far, though; some of it is very mathematical, and
some of it is very philosophical.lt's very interesting.
Some of my poems have a connection to that.
Why are your poems so short?

I write poetry for the extension of the reader's
imagination. And it's much stronger if it's short.
Sometimes, reading
in a cafe, I'll read the
poem, and a minute
later everyone gets it
and it blows their minds. It's their feeling, their
relationship that gets involved,
Also, I think people can deal with a shorter poem.

talk

We live in a society that's bang, bang, quick. In this
Rod Steiger film "The Pawnbroker," he plays a
Jewish pawnbroker in New York. He keeps having
flashbacks to the concentration camps, and it's really
masterful the way they did it. It's click-click, the
image is there and it's gone, like a camera.
In some ways, I think my poetry is like that. I
write that way, it just comes natural to me.
What did you do before becoming a bookseller?

I was in the Navy, in Korea, in the Merchant
Marine. Let's see. I worked on riverboats, worked as
a swamper on a long-distance moving outfit,
sleeping in the cab. It was interesting, you know, it
was fast and furious.
It seemed like a long time, but I look back and it
was only 10 or 12 years of my life.
By Paul Karr, plwto by ronee Harbert

Special Programs
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ballroom Dancing
Fitness Yoga
Tai Chi
Children's Ballet
Jazz/Dance
Varsity Grill & Sports Bar
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ON KYO TX901 AM FM RECEIVER

fear of shopping in crowded,
impersonal malls, particularly in
November and December,
desperately seeking unusual
cards, gifts, jewelry or clothing
in a vast sea of mass market
chain stores ... Only known cure
is several doses of the Works.

My Friend and Lover
She loves books, nature walks, the ocean, and music - all kinds, counuy western to
the Portland Symphony. She's intelligent, affectionate and an incurable romantic. I
become lost in her eyes during our candlelit dinners and our long conversations. She's
my best friend and lover and I want to be married to her for a very long time.
If you're ready to become engaged, we really do have
the world's most beautiful diamonds .

196 U.S. Route 1
Falmouth, ME 04105
781-2671

Cross
Jewelers
ManufaCTUring ltweler1 since 1908
570 Congre", SI. Ponland. ME 04101

Pull e92

9\&w f£ng{ana %-!Fi
Roundwood, Scarborough, ME 04074
(207) 883-4173
"One mile south of the Maine Mall"
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141 MAINE ST. 729-8064
04011
ME
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Unlike their neighbors, our turkeys are getting up for
their morning walks, chasing their farmer around the
"yahd", and munching on scrumptious grains.
ORDER or RE-ORPERYOUR DEUCIOUS
Fl4RM RAISED NON-MEDICATED
GRAIN-FED, LOW-FAT THANKSGIVING
TURKEY NOW/

Free Cranberry Relish with turkey purchase

--MUSIC. COMPANY'- - Buy • Sell • Trode • Repe ir • lessons
Union Station Plaza, 270 St. John St., Portland, ME 04102
Toke Exil 5A off I 295, lurn fighl 01 firsllighl
774·2219· 8()()'734·2219 ·lv'\on,·Fri. 1(}8, Sol. 1(}5, Sun, 12·5

Brighten your Holiday
with a specially
designed bouquet. a
fresh seasonal plant.
or a Gourmet Food
Basket from

Dodge the Florist.

MAGNAVOX METALIS 386SX
Notebook Computer

$999
$799

Class II with
full 1 year
Factory Warranty

Metalis 286 Notebook Computer
1 MB Ram & 20 MB Hard Drive
No Modem

I Included &aIm,.; MS DOS 4.11. SEO Warks Elllllmbl.1
· 386SX 16mhz CPU
·40 MB Hard Drive
· 1 MB RAM UpQradable to 5 MB
· 3.5" High DenSity Floppy Drive
· g" VGA LCD Monochrome Screen

· External Keyboard. Monitor
and Mouse Ports
· Internal Send Fax Modem
· 1 Serial, 1 Parallel,
and 1 External Floppy Drive Port

PACKARD BELL
FORCE 386/S16X

$949

Hardware with
80 MB Hard Drive
and VGA Color Monitor

Software:
Gounnet
Food
Basket

· MS DOS 5.0
· MS DOS Shell Filing System
· Lotus WorkS
Includes 14' color VGA Monitor

Remembrance

Color Your Life with Flowers
from

67 BRENTWOOD ST.
PORTLAND, ME
775·3166

'HE FLORIS'
INC.

Portland's crackdown on bars continued as the City Council
voted to revoke the liquor license of Sharky's in the Old Port. In a 8-1 vote,
councilors said they were swayed by local merchants who claimed the bar
was having an adverse impact on their businesses. Some merchants
said Sharky's "Bladder-blasts" - which offered 25-cent beers to
customers until they had to go to the bathroom - were
causing some patrons to relieve themselves on nearby
streets.

A Freeport town councilor was charged with tampering with
evidence. The probe by Freeport police stems from a vandalism complaint
filed Oct. 29 by Town Councilor Cary Veilleux, who filed a similar
complaint in July. Veilleux alleged thatabout$10,oo0 in damage
was done to two trucks he owned, which were parked at his
property on Route 125, according to Freeport police Lt. Mike
Whitehouse.
"There may be other charges pending. That's why 1
can't get too specific about our investigation,"
Whitehouse said. However, he added that there were no
other suspects in the case. Veilleux declined to romment
and referred all questions to his attorney, Robert Bower.

BUCKDANCER'S
CHOICE

QUALITY AND
SERVICE FOR
FOUR GENERA

Deer will be hunted on the Diamond Islands, if the Portland
City Council approves a plan by Councilor Anne Pringle. Because the deer
population has swelled on Great Diamond and Little Diamond islands and
taken to grazing on the islands' gardens and shrubs, Pringle has proposed a
controlled hunt. Under her plan, special permits would allow hunters to kill
deer on Dec. 8-10 and Dec. 15-]7. Hunters would have to be nominated by
island property owners to gain licenses and their permits could be revoked
when 20 deer were killed. But the proposal, which is slated for a council vote
on Dec. 7, is already drawing fire.
Portland resident Kathy Mavodones, who grew up on Great Diamond,
believes "it's inhumane to shoot tame deer" which have been fed by islanders. Mavodones is getting support from Maine Animal Coalition president
Toni Avtges, who argues that islanders should stop feeding the deer and let
nature take its course.
"Die-offs are normal," Avtges said, "but (Pringle' s) plan is evolution in
reverse. Hunters are going to shoot the strongest deer, not the sickly ones, so
they'll be weeding out the strongest and leaving the weak."

A review of the top news stories
affecting Greater Portland
November 11 through 17.

A CMP rate cut was rejected by the state Public Utilities
Commission - and advocates for low-inrome people were happy. That's
because CMP sought a 12.6 percent rate cut for heavy electricity users who
tend to have high incomes, and the power company wanted other users,
including low-income people, to pick up the tab for the cut.
"Essentially, they wanted to increase the rate of a low-income person in the
West End in order to decrease the rate of an orthodontist in Cape Elizabeth,"
said Christopher St. John, staff attorney for Pine Tree Legal Assistance. "I'm
rather offended that the company which argued very hard against a $4 million
subsidy for low-income people was arguing very hard for a subsidy for upperincome people. It pleased us that the PUC saw the merit of our arguments as
well as those of the public advocate and the PUC staff."
The PUC did grant a 3 percent rate reduction for customers who use more
than 2,000 kilowatt hours of electricity during the winter. More than half of
those users have incomes over $35,000. CMP was bidding for a larger rate cut
to keep customers from converting to other forms of heat.

"Best Prices Available"
HURRY IN SUPPLIES ARE LIMITED &
tHESE BIRDS ARE HARD TO CATCH!

GIVET ANI(S, and
LOWERS!

newsreal

· 386SX 16mhz CPU
· Socket for 80387 SX Co-processor
·2 MB RAM Upgradable to 5MB
· 3 16 bit Expansion Slots Available
·
VGA Card W/256K

· 3.5' & 5.25' HD Floppy Disk Drives
· 80 MB Hard Drive
· 2 Button Serial Mouse
· 101 Key Keyboard

State Sen_ Joe Brannigan lost his bid
to become Senate president when his Democratic
peers voted 12-8 to give the 'post to Dennis
Dutremble of Biddeford. Portland's other senator,
Gerry Conley, said Brannigan's bid was sunk by
deposed Senate President Charlie Pray. According to Conley, Pray was still mad at Brannigan
for announcing in July that he aimed to challenge Pray, and Pray still wielded enough
influence to swing a few key votes in the Nov, 12
, caucus.
"Payback is a bitch," said Conley, adding
that the rest of the Democratic senators "were
split on ideological lines," with the more liberal
senators backing Brannigan.

Two town councilors resigned in Old
Orchard Beach, citing frustration with the town's
spending habits. Fiscally conservative councilors
Norma Baker and Bill Schlatterer submitted a
joint letter of resignation on Nov. 9 after the
council voted to spend $260,000 of municipal reserves to fund a downtown revitalization project
"It was the straw that broke the camel's back,"
said schlatterer, who had pledged not to approve
new spending until the town's surplus reached $1.2
million. "While I'm not against downtown renovation,
1 wanted to scale back the project rather than use our
surplus," he added. Schlatterer explained that he and
Baker were driven to resign by the Nov. 3 election of
Councilor Marc Bourassa, which ronsigned the two conservatives to a minority on the five-member rounci!.

One lawsuit down, another to go for
DeCoster Egg Farms. The nation's largest producer of
brown eggs was fined $15,000 after pleading guilty to a
federal charge of knowingly employing illegal aliens
from Mexiro at its Turner facility. The fine was the
maximum allowed for the charge to which DeCoster
admitted, but it was a far cry from the $6.5 million
penalty the company faced under the U.S. attorney's
original 17-count lawsuit.
A state Superior Court judge is also deliberating on a
civil rights lawsuit filed by the Maine attorney general's
office. The state is accusing DeCoster of denying its Hispanic workers who live at the Turner facility access to legal
and social services.

Cameras will be Installed In school buses in Windham
to deter elementary school students from rowdyism. Actually, metal
boxes for housing video cameras will be installed in buses and one
camera will be periodically moved from bus to bus. The idea is that
students - fearful of getting caught in the act- will stop misbehaving,acrording to Stephen Brasier, a member of the school committee,
which voted 5-] on Nov. ]] to adopt the plan.
"My number one concern is the safety of children, and when drivers are
distracted because of disciplinary problems it becomes a safety issue," said
Brasier. The school committee aims to have the metal boxes installed before
Christmas. The plan will rost approximately $2,000.

GOP honchos chided Linda Bean for blaming the media and the
state Republican Party for her loss in the 1st CongreSSional District election.
Nearly two weeks after the Nov. 3 election, Bean bought "advertorials" in
newspapers and faxed statements to the media which attributed her defeat
to biased media and lack of support from state GOP chairman Ted O'Meara.
Bean's blame-fest prompted her primary opponent Tony Payne to write
a letter to Bean imploring her to '100k in the mirror, . . You lost, Linda,
because you d id not earn the trust of the voters. It was not ronservatism that
was rejected, it was you." Payne pointed out that he and O'Meara had
supported all the state's Republican candidates, and noted that Olympia
snowe, "a woman of grace and moderation, was returned to Congress."
Payne also said that Bean and the state GOP must sever ties with Pat
Buchanan, Pat Robertson, religious fundamentalists and gay-bashers. He
ended his two-page scolding by suggesting a new rourse for Bean:
"Our party and its candidates will have a promising future so long as we
stick to the facts, act fairly and offer better candidates who can rommand the
trust of the voters. So, as you ronsider you own future, recognize that those
criteria will be the price of admission to the Republican Party," concluded
Payne.

27
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Ooops ___ Last week in "Dioxin hearings raise stink," we
reported that EarthFirst! member and Portland resident Jeffrey
Phillips was arrested for demanding an early speaking slot during public
hearings on relaxing the state's dioxin emission standards. But Phillips
insisted he "wasn't trying to speak at al\'. I just wanted to disrupt the hearing.
I thought it was ridiculous because no level of dioxin is safe."
Reported by Bob Young, Allan Dowd and The Associated Press;
illustrated by John Bowdren .

P
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A 23-year-old secretary at a union hall
has s~ut the. place down with a one-person pIcket lme. Kandace McGregor has
worked for Laborers Local 463 in Port Huron, Mich., without a contract
since June.
On Nov. 13, she entered the second' day of her strike and the hall remained
closed because no one was crOSSing her picket line. McGregor says her hours
have been cut and she has no health insurance since her contract expired. She
said Local 463 told her it rouldn't afford to give her a raise or pay her health
insurance, yet has paid a lawyer $1,200 to fight her grievances.
"1 thoughtthat working for a union would be great," she said. "Butthis has
woke me up to a lot of things that aren't very pleasant."
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Train station headed
for wrong track?

:\0\ EMBER SALE

SUITS as low as

$199

Cashmere Blend

nJ..13SO

TOPCOATS

$199

100% Wool

nlll~S~1

WoolAanneI

YIliI,e$lU

SPORTCOATS $129
BLAZERS
ALL SUITS
30%-50% OFF

$199

112 Price SHIRTS & TIES

Natural Personal Care Products
at Healthy Discounts
Now located .t the Lafayette Center,
Downtown Kennebunk

/-¢f,tl>Y'P;;:::~~·-"";:.1Z,,"·- -

Open Monday. Saturday 9:30 • 5,00

A.H.BENOIT &CO.

985.3874

188 Middle St. In the Old Port

GET

FRAMED
FOR TilE 1I0LIDAYS!

20% Discount on all framing until Dec. 15th with this ad

146 Middle SI. Portland ME 04101207772-2693

A BLIZZARD OF IDEAS AT TOMMY'S

• Bauer
· Micron
• Lange

Ice skate clothing for
girls in stock and by
special order
•
•
•
•
•
•

• SCUBA EQUIPMENT
• WETSUITS
• DRYSUITS
~ MASKS, SNORKELS, FINS

•
•
•
•

HATS, MITTENS
SNOWSUITS
SNOW BOOTS
WOOL SOCKS
LONG JOHNS
COTTON
LEGGINGS,
TURTLENECKS

FOUL WEATHER GEAR
SPORT WATCHES
MARINE SUPPLIES
PRESCRIPTION MASKS

• paint • plumbing • electrical • fixit·

SHOP TOMMY'S FOR PRACTICAL
USEFUL HOLIDAY GIFTS!

tommy-'s
273 Congress St., Portland • Maine 772,5357
Open: Mon, Fri. 8,6, Sat. 8 ,5

The official word arrived on Nov. 16
that Portland will get a train station to
serve as the northern terminus of
restored Amtrak service in Maine. But
Wayne Davis, chairman of TrainRiders
Northeast, wasn't rejoicing at the news.
Instead, Davis, whose group led the bid
to restore passenger rail service
between Boston and Portland, feared
that one of Portland's potential station
sites had the inside track - and that it
might be the wrong location:
The city has selected two station
sites: one on Commercial Street next to
the International Marine Ferry Tenrunal, and another off St. John Street. The
Maine Department of Transportation
(MOOT) ranking system gave both sites
70 points, enabling them to edge out
South Portland's site, which garnered
68 points.
The st. John Street site sits on the
existing main line of the railroad. The
Commercial Street site is about a mile
from the main line, on a railroad spur.
That means trains running to the site
might encounter 15-30 minute delays
while they turn around to get back on
the main line, or they might not be able
to use Amtrak's conventional rail
equipment, according to Davis.
Both possibilities pose problems,
Davis claimed, because they would
dimirrish the quality of service between
Boston

Ii t4"'f1t£11 ~:~t-

land,
and inhibit the extensions of service
north to Brunswick, Augusta and other
Maine communities.
"To make rail service successful we
need to do everything to make it timecompetitive with automobiles," Davis
said, "and the only way to do that is
with three-ta-four minute stops.
"I'm not terribly excited about the
prospect of having the station at a dead
end," he added. "It's not allowing the
train to realize its potential... and you
do that by staying on the main line."
Davis also expressed concern that
the station is being driven to Commercial Street by Portland's business and
political leaders. "I don't want to fire
off any guns," he said, "but there's no
reason to [push the Commercial Street
site) except some people have it in
mind to squeeze the train, an aquarium
and the Scotia Prince together on the
waterfront."

Waterfront site wired?
"I fully appreciate Wayne's concerns
because I have had them too," said
Mike Murray, the state's director of rail
transportation service. "I believe he's
correct insofar as the city has a preferred site."
Indeed, the Old Port Retailers
Association, the Downtown Improvement District and Prince of Fundy
Cruises, which runs ferry service to
Nova Scotia, have advocated a Commercial Street site. But Murray said he
hasn't been lobbied by city officials.
"We'd all be hung if we did," said
Virgin a Hildreth, Portland's director of
Economic Development. "We have a
process we're going through and that is
to bring the sites to the community for
assessment: 1 think the community is
very split about the sites, but the city

absolutely does not have a preference."
City Manager Bob Ganley also
maintained the city doesn't have a
preferred site. "I don't want anyone to
.get that impression," Ganley said,
because "we'd be thrown right into the
middle of the waterfront zoning
dispute."
Consultant Alan Caron, who's been
involved in the waterfront dispute,
supports the Commercial Street site
because of its proximity to the Old Port
and downtown. Caron also argued that
the "success of the rail experiment"
depends on the quality of the sta tion
facility.
"I don't think we have the resources
to build a first-class station, and the
ferry terminal is a first-class and
under).1tilized facility," Caron said.
"There's no question tha.t being on the
main line is more efficient, but we're
dealing with a short-term vision. The
ferry terminal is a good interim site. If,
in fi ve years, the service extends north,
then maybe we'll have the public will
and resources to build a station on the
main line."
Still, Caron stressed that he's looking
forward to public review of the sites. "I
haven't been inside this loop," he said.
"All things need to be weighed. 1 want
to know what Amtrak has to say ... Part
of the problem here is the lack of public
involvement and question of the
public's access to the decision-making."

Process still fuzzy
The city aims to hold a public
hearing on site selection in the next
month, according to Hildreth. Then the
City Council will pick a site, which
Amtrak and the state must also approve.
Beyond that, details of the site
selection process remain fuzzy. "We
hope for unanimous agreement, but it's
not a prerequisite," said Murray.
"Obviously we'll be sitting down with
Amtrak and the communi ty to go over
issues associated with both ... I'd like
the opportunity to have public input
and let everything come out, and go
from there.
'1f it sounds like I'm hedging, 1 guess
I am a bit," said Murray, explaining that
he has yet to talk to city officials about
the process for selecting a site.
After a station site is selected, MOOT
will commission a final design study.
The study will address issues such as
how large the building should be, what
other uses it might have, where on the
site it should be built, how to coordi·
nate its design with Metro, how to
mitigate any environmental problems
created by the station, and its impact of
traffic.
Train service is slated to begin in late
1993 or early 1994. Trains from Boston
will also be stopping at stations in
Wells and Saco; in Dover and Exeter,
N.H., and in either Haverhill or
Woburn, Mass. And Amtrak is planning summer service to Old Orchard
Beach and weekend service to the
University of New Hampshire in .
Durham.
.
Once service is operational, Amtrak
trains are expected to make the 114mile trip from Boston to Portland in
about two hours.
Bob Young

Be an Early Bird! We are now stocked for the holiday season!
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MAINE AUDUBON SOCIETY

&other

1111 US RlJute One. FalmlJuth. 781-2330
Headquarters for natural history books, bird feeders, recycled cards and gift
wrap, and unique gifts and toys.

mistakes

• By Al Diamon

IN HARPER WE TRUST

Constant craving
It's time to monitor who's running for
governor, and what it will take to cure
them. Even though the next gubernatorial
election is nearly two years away, a giant
canker sore of potential candidates has
already grown on the body politic. Since
the disease of political ambition is highly
contagious, additional outbreaks are
always possible. Avoid unprotected
political intercourse.
This week we'll operate on the
Democrats.
Joe Brennan: He's sick of being a
Washington lobbyist, and desperate to
erase the losers pallor he acqUired in
botching his 1990 race against John
McKernan. Brennan spent the fall helping
out several legislative candidates,
marching in parades and raising money.
Some new wave Democratic Party
honchos want a fresh face in '94, but a lot
of old guard Democratic voters still think
Brennan is just what the doctor ordered.
He has the name recognition. He'll
have the cash. In a crowded primary field
that gives him a big advantage. But in the
general election, where recession-battered
voters will be demanding specific
answers, Brennan's history of straddling
issues may prove a liability.
Prognosis: healthy frontrunner.
Tendency to waffle needs to be controlled.
Must work on campaign endurance to
avoid repeat of 1990's feeble finish. No
football.
Bill Diamond: If a strong skeletal
structure is the key to a healthy campaign,
than Secretary of State Diamond's
organization is ready to do some heavy
lifting. It may have to do a lot of it.
Although Diamond's got plenty of loyal
followers ready to build from the grass
roots, his high-fiber diet has yet to give
him the rosy-cheeked glow of electability.
Diamond has been nearly invisible this
election year, except for voter registration
arives. But as a campaign theme, "I've
really done a lot to help the homeless
register to vote" probably won't do it.
PrognOSiS: Diamond's vital signs seem
to be slowing just when everybody else's
are perking up. Needs muscle tone and
political definition, stat.
Tom Allen: Keeping a campaign
healthy takes money, and Portland City
Councilor Allen has his fingers on the
pulse of the money machine. His ties to
the legal community will help him obtain
the proper infusions of cash, and his role
as Bill Clinton's state campaign chai'iman
gave him statewide visibility.
Allen needs to strengthen his ties to the
party left-wingers, who were never
enthusiastic about Clinton. He also needs
to convince rural conservative Oems that
voting for a yuppie from the big city for
governor is not analogous to raising a rat
in hopes of getting black plague.
Prognosis: Face is fresher than
Brennan's or Diamond's. But Allen is
joined at the hip to the Clinton administration, and his chart will rise or fall
depending on what sort of trauma
Washington inflicts upon Maine in the
next two years. Is there a spin-doctor in
the house?
Alton ·Chuck" Clanchette: A robust
bank account and a conservative physiog-

Please 11" In below:
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nomy are state Senator-elect Cianchette's
formula for making himself a corpus electi.
He bled money like an open wound to
win his legislative seat, from which he
promises to apply a tourniquet to state
spending and a scalpel to state regulations. If that sounds like Ross Perot, it's
probably not a coincidence. Cianchette
shows symptoms of Republicanism. He
supported some GOP candidates during
the fall campaign, and threatens to
disrupt the Senate presidency race by
forming a coalition of rebel Oems and
Republicans.
Prognosis: If an epidemic of liberal
candidates splits the primary vote,
Cianchette, as the only conservative,
could benefit. Will have to find a cure for
chronic mispronunciation of his last name
(it's Chin-ket, not Chin-chet).
Viruses: The left-wing Democrats, who
don't like any of the above, are trying to
genetically engineer a candidate of their
own. The "New Leadership 1994" group
has come up with gubernatorial criteria
that pretty much eliminate everybody
except the leaders of "New Leadership
1994"; Betsy Sweet, a management
consultant and activist; Brownie Carson,
director of the Natural Resources Council
of Maine; and Richard Barringer, director
of the Muskie Institute at the University
of Southern Maine. Public television host
Angus King is also ~id to be checking the
liberal pulse.
Prognosis: Get your flu shots early.
Mutations: Attorney General Michael
Carpenter admits he wouldn't mind being
governor, but says he can't afford to run.
Congressman Tom Andrews says he's not
interested in the Blaine House, and the
Blaine House doesn't appear to be
interested in him. Senate President-elect
Dennis Dutremble will be a heartbeat
away from the governorship for the next
two years, which is probably as close as
he'll get. <Bath Iron Works president
Duane "Buzz" Fitzgerald might fit in this
category as well. But last time I checked
he was an independent.)
Prognosis: All of the patients have the
disease. Carpenter will probably take the
cure by jumping into something in '94.
Andrews will suffer until the 1996 US.
Senate race. Dutremble will just suffer.
Bacteria: State Rep. Donnell Carroll of
Gray is an announced candidate for
governor, as is Lewiston Mayor Jim
Howaniec. Retiring state Rep. Jack
Cashman of Old Town and departing
state Sen. Stephen Estes of Kittery are not,
yet. State Sen. Bonnie Titcomb of Casco
and state Rep. Anne Rand of Portland are
women, and medical tests show few of
those among the potential candidates.
Prognosis: For any of them to win will
take unbelievable effort, fantastic luck and
the other candidates have to die.
Flatllners: Former Gov. Ken Curtis,
former turnpike widener Barbara Trafton,
former state Senate presidential candidate
Joe Brannigan, former congressional
candidate Pat McGowan, former Senate
Majority Leader Nancy Clark and
Augusta Mayor Bill Burney regret to
inform their supporter(s) etc., etc., etc.
Next week it's the Republicans' tum
for dissection. II.

Address _ _ _ __

Phone. _ _ _ __

IN HARPER WE TRUST

Plesse lilt In below:
N'm8_ _ _ _ __

Phone' _ _ _ __

Solid Poplar
Just one of our extensive
selection of convertible
futon frames! The Newport
opens to a bed with a
simple tug. Available in full
or queen size.
Futonsby~

~

tHE GREATESt HAilE IN SUEP

Save an additional 200/0 OFF
our everyday low prices when
you purchase any frame plus futon
or frame, futon, and cover.
Save up to $140!
Sale prices good through November 29.

FurON FURNISIllNGS
The Futon Store

343 Forest Avenue. Portland, Maine 871-0578
Mon & 'I1mrs 10-8, Toes, wed & Frll0-7, Sat 9-5, SWl 12-5

H-, M~ Amerlc8nExpress, Dlscvverand personalchecks welcome
~act#on Guaranmed' ExIt 6B Rt. 295 • l'Ieney ofFree Parking

8

CIlsro Bay ~kly

What should you do to get the most out of your ski dollar
this season? Start with these tips:

Create an heirloom.

..

L. MURRAY JAMISON
Fine Photography & Portral's
204 Chandler's Wharf, Portland ME 0410 I

(207) 871 8244
Order earl y (or Chnstmas. Gift certificates available

MAINE'S
LARGEST
SELECTION OF
PERSIAN AND
TRIBAL RUGS
Discover...
Find out why 4000 customers
nationwide and worldwide come
to Hard Cider Farm Oriental Rugs.
Choose from over 1000 beautiful
rugs in stock, including Persian
Heriz, Karadja, Isfahan, Qum,
Bibikabad, Hamadan, Bidjar,
Zarand, Tafresh, Afshar, Shiraz,
Luri, Qashqa'i, Lavar Kirman ,
Abedeh, Eastern Kurd, Bakhtiari,
Mashad, Malayer, Sarabend,
Kashan, Sarouk (and probably
more). Also, tribals from Russia,
Afghanistan, and Turkey, In addition, we have modern rugs from
all rug-producing countries.
Oriental Rugs at
unbeatable prices
Since' '" '"

z. / 1974

Planned obsolescence
is the lifeblood of the ski industry. There is nothing - with
the possible exception Qf toothbrushes - that goes through
more highly advertised and totally irrelevant design
changes in a year than ski equipment.
Never mind that in the past three decades there have
been only two truly significant advances: sidecut and
automatic ski brakes. There's still tremendous commercial
pressure to upgrade almost annually to stay au courant with
this season's graphics and other bells and whistles.
Even if you're oblivious to the blatherings of ski marketers, you might find yourself with little option but to
upgrade. Many ski shops, citing liability concerns, will not
repair old gear or switch old bindings to new skis. So,
instead of a $20 labor charge for a binding switch, you're
looking at $800 worth of new recreational gear you thought
you didn't need.
On the other hand, the constant ferment among manufacturers can work to your advantage. Stores must constantly
move out last year's dreary stock to make way for New! and
Improved! models. Look for outdated skis at a discount in
dark comers and basements of ski retailers, particularly at
the end of the season.
Your bestbet for cheap gear this season is the Down East
Ski Sale, held annually at USM the Saturday after Thanksgiving. The university's gym is filled with thousands of skis,
boots and bindings, both new and used. (You can leave your
old equipment on consignment the evening before.) The
prices are deeply discounted, and the ski club members
attending the event are helpful without being pushy.
With some persistent snooping, it's possible to land a
complete set of new downhill ski equipment - including
poles - for under $250. That's a remarkable deal considering the going prices at shops these days. The ski sale starts
at 9 a.m. on Nov. 28. Savvy shoppers are in line well before
then.
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• Ski Maine Leam-to-Skl-Free Week:

Skiers thread their way through the bumps on Sunday River's White Heat.

Skiing cheap
• By Wayne Curtis

45 Middle Rd .• RI. 9
Falmouth. Maine 04105
Appointments: (207) 775-1600
In Maine: 1-800-660-RUGS
Nationwide: 1-800-346-6617
Houn;: 10-5 Tues.-Sal.
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Buy last year's equipment.

Ski areas are more aware than ever these
days that they must continually stock the pond to ensure a
fresh supply of skiers for future years. As a result, skiing has
never been cheaper for beginners. Virtually every ski area
offers special deals for novices, so it's
always worth calling to ask. Here's a
sampling of deals for first-timers:

How to cut the high cost of getting down

HARD CIDER
FARM Oriental Rugs

......

Start now.

"The Maine Source of
Oriental Rugs"©

Downhill skiing was once a fairly cheap proposition. You
strapped a couple of barrel staves on your feet, paid a local
farmer a buck or two to use a rope tow in his field, and bingo! - you were off.
No more. A complete set of high-tech skis, boots, poles
and bindings costs as much as a Miata these days. Lift
tickets at the major resorts have gone through the roofweekend skiing at Sunday River this year will set you back
$39j at Sugarloaf it's $38. After adding ski rentals and
lunch at the lodge, a Saturday ski trip to one of Maine's
premier resorts will run a family of four about $225. That's
more than pocket change, no matter how sizable your
pockets.
In fact, skiing ranks right up there with health care when
it comes to cost escalation. According to the United Ski
Ind ustries Association (USIA), the average price of a
weekend ski ticket nationally was $28.93 last year. That's a
rise of 34 percent since 1986 (the same cost increase for
medical services), and well ahead of the 19 percent general

inflation rate for the period. This trend does not bode well
for the frugal skier.
Ask ski executives why the sport is so expensive and they
will be shocked - shocked! - that you would suggest such a
thing. Skiing is actually not expensive, they insist. It's one of
the best values in outdoor recreation. These executives
sound suspiciously like fishermen who argue that worms
actually enjoy being impaled on a barbed hook. Value is a
conveniently elusive concept and can be long debated. But
value never put a skier on the slopes. Only cash performs
. that magiC.
However, skiing needn't be the exclusive domain of the
independently wealthy. There are ways to get around the
growing cost of alpine skiing. One long-time ski executive
(who preferred not to be named) said, "Skiers are lazy if
they pay full price." Indeed, USIA notes that only 37 percent
of weekend tickets sold nationally are purchased at full
price. It's just a matter of persistence and cleverness if you
want to cut your costs.
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Winter boots, cl
fringed jackets, Code
West Boots, Dyer
Moccasins, NAOT
Sandals & Comfort
Shoes, Minnetonka
Mocs, and all things
Moose!

•

Moose River
Moccasin Co.
OPEN 7 DAYS • 32 Main St
(across from Mikasal
Freeport • 865-1444

PARI<ING IN R E A R .

HURRY••• SALE ENOS SOON!

,Snow lire
Blow.
Out!

During the week of Dec. 14-20 Maine's
ski areas will lend you equipment, give
you a beginners' lift ticket and provide
you instructions - all for free. Call the
Maine ski area of your choice (except
Titcomb and Mt. Jefferson) to preregister. The number of participants is
limited to the number of instructors, so
call early to reserve space, especial I y if
you're shooting for the weekend.

FREE•••

• Tire Mounting (with purchass)
• Tire Rotation \
• Winter Safety Inspection
• Air Pressure Check
• Rides To & From Work

• Free beginners area at Wildcat
Mountain: At New Hampshire's Wildcat

Mountain no lift ticket is needed at the
chairlift-serviced Snowcat beginners'
area. Just show up with your skis and
play for free to your heart's content.
• Learn to ski packages: All ski areas
offer these. Typical packages include, at Snow making stretches New England's
ski season to six months or more •
a minimum, lessons, rentals and a
limited-access lift ticket. These packages
are available any timej just show up and ask for them. The
cost ranges from $30-$40 for a full day.
• VISA Introduction to skIIng kit: For $23.95, you can get
a voucher for one of the learn-to-ski packages mentioned
above, plus an introductory ski video and a magaZine.
Maine ski areas participating in this promotion are Sunday
River, Shawnee Peak and Saddleback. To order, call
. .'
(800) 745-4386.

_
_
_
Hi Performance

- .. _.. .. .. .. _.. ~nD\llVs

185-S814 (reg$8995)SG4 78
185-811114(reg$93.4o~G8GO
185-85815 (reQ$9s.9!7314

Stay low. Fresh from successful experiments out West,
graded pricing has arrived in New England this season.
Skiers pay according to how much vertical drop they choose .
to ski, so it's chiefly of interest to intermediate skiers and
those content with just a few runs each day.
How does graded pricing work? There are two approaches.
Attitash Ski Resort in New Hampshire this year inaugurates its new computerized pass system, called the Attitash
Continued on page 10

195-811115 (reg $98.99595
~

"Studs extra.

...entl/;;;llie

J

& AUTO SERVICE CENTERS

6 Credit Plans
Available

Call 775-3777
1-800-696-0699

185 KennebecStreet &Pine Tree Shopping Center, Portland • Route 302, No. Windham
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Bay Wuldy

NINETEEN

,
ShawMark

CARPETS ON SALE
TO NOV. 30
SAVE UP TO 30%
1~~ Iromt-{t» tk~

~

140* Hili Plaza
(Behind McDonalds)
Scarborough

-

CARPETS

-

1-800-244-0944 • 883-3438

SKIING CHEAP

..•with Casco Bay Weekly.
See page 38.

On top
of it all at
SugarloaflUSA

Seasons
Shopping

Continued from page 9
Smart Ticket. This works much like a subway card in a
modernized rail system, like Washington'S Metro or San
Francisco's BART.
Skiers first buy a card with between 75 and 450 points on
it; each point costs around 24 cents, with slight discounts for
larger purchases. Points are then deducted by a ticket
machine each time you board a lift. It "costs" as much as 20
points for the major chairlifts on a weekend (15 midweek),
or as little as two points for the beginners' chair mid-week.
Cards are fully transferable and are good for two years.
Regular all-mountain lift tickets are also available.
Sugarloaf is taking a different approach, borrowing a
system used to good effect at Winter Park, Colo. Their new
family-value pricing system divides the mountain into three
zones: full mountain, midmountain and minimountain. The
minimountain ticket is just $5 and is good on the three
beginners' chairlifts. The midmountain ticket costs $19 and
includes the beginners' chairs plus Bucksaw. In short, you
get less than half the mountain for half the price of the $38
weekend ticket.

Settle for less.

ve
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"Everybody wants a big mountain lift
ticket on their jacket," said Marta Ramsey at Mt. Cranmore
in North Conway. And big mountain ski areas have
factored this sex appeal into their price, charging top dollar.
Smaller ski areas - many of which offer excellent
snowmaking and grooming - often charge much less in
order to stay competitive. What you sacrifice in size (and
usually in more challenging terrain) you make up in
savings.
While Sugarloaf and Sunday River flirt with the $40
weekend ticket, virtually all other ski areas in the state will
put you on the slopes for under $30. (Shawnee Peak, with
1,300 vertical feet, is the exception at $31.) In the White

Mountains, which are more accessible to Boston skiers, most
weekend tickets top $30 with the notable exception of The
Balsams (1,000 vertical feet), far to the north, which charges
adults a modest $23. Predictably, New Hampshire's priciest
ski mountains are those closest to Boston: Loon ($38
weekends) and Waterville ($39).

season will be a bottle of SPF 30 sunblock. This is used to
maintain a sickly winter pallor, thereby convincing your
boss that you were indeed gravely ill when actually you
were on the slopes enjoying bargain midweek rates.
Skiing Monday to Friday is the single best way to save
money. Statewide, lift tickets are 32 percent cheaper on
weekdays than on weekends. The most dramatic discount
this year is at Saddleback (1,830 vertical feet), where ad ul t
lift tickets are available for just $15 weekdays, nearly half
the 529 weekend rate. Other cheap weekday tickets may be
found at some of the region's smaller areas, such as Mt.
Abram in Locke Mills, (1,030 feet; $14), Snow Bowl in
Camden (950 f~t; $12) and Black Mountain in Jackson, N.H.
(1,100 feet; $12). At Sunday River and Sugarloaf, you save
about four dollars midweek over weekend rates.
Tickets are also cheaper during the shoulder seasons,
when the weather is often at its best but snow conditions
are questionable. Sugarloaf, for example, has $20 tickets for
the entire month of November, and $25 tickets through
Christmas. After April 5, Sugarloaf ticket prices drop back
to $20.

Ski often.

Rational people will object to spending more
to make skiing cheaper. (These are the same people who
refuse to believe that the $4.50 cisterns of cola touted at
movie theaters are "Best Value!" as advertised.) But many
ski areas offer deals for frequent
skiers, lowering the per-day price
over the course of a season. If you
plan to ski a lot anyway, these
programs will somewhat reduce the
season's overall cost.
Anyone can sign up free for
Sunday Rivers.frequent skier program. You collect four points for each
midweek ticket you purchase, two
points for each weekend ticket.
(Double- and triple-paint days are
offered periodically during the
season.) Collect 20 paints and get
your next ticket free.
If you plan to visi t Sugarloaf
frequently this season, consider a
Sugarloaf Club Card. You pay $20 for
the card, which entitles you to a $5
discount on every full-price ticket you
buy. In effect, four trips pays for the
card, and discounts start with the fifth
trip. Send your check for $20 to
Sugarloaf Club Card, Box 5000,
Kingfield, ME 04097.
Check with your
employer if you work for a large
company. A number of corporations
sell discounted tickets to their
employees to encourage good health.
If your company doesn't have a ticket
program, ask them about looking into
it. Shawnee Peak, for example, is
happy to set up a conSignment
program offering discounts of 30
peroent for any company with more
than 30 employees.
If you're an AM member, you can
buy discounteP lift tickets to
Sugarloaf, Sunday River and
Shawnee Peak at the club's office on
Marginal Way. Discounts range from
$2 to $5, with most around $4 or $5.
With AAA annual dues priced at $49,

Sugarloaf Mountain Hotel
Ski Sugarloaf/USA's big mountain by day and enjoy our lifts ide
rooms, private spa, and fine
dining by night. Midweek nightly
lodging and lift packages start at
per person
double occupancy

For reservations or information
from U.S. or Canada call:

1·800·527·9879
or write frIr

OUT

color I:nuchure

Sugarloaf Mountain Hotel,

Box 2299, Carrabassett Valley,
Maine

04947

NEW, VINTAGE & CONSIGNED CLOTHING

SOO Congress St., Portland 774-1241
Monday-Saturday 10,15-M)() Sunday 12-5

Be flexible. Your most cost-effective purchase this ski

Shop around.

$69

~ftTLRlftl O~Jf(TS

Kowabunga! Don't forget the sunscreen If you don't want your boss
to know you werell't home In bed.

Continued on page 13

Phoenix Studio

S:tl:~~d

• SUPPIlES AND GlASS FOR
TIlE STAINED GlASS ARTISAN.
• BEAUfIFUL STAINED GLASS

GIFTS.

• RESTORATION AND DFSIGN
OF FINE ART GlASS
WINDOWS.
• Tues
ClASSFS
- Frll().5
Sat 10-4
closed Sun A Man
Forest Avenue, Portland, ME

A family of four can spend a weekend on the slopes without first seiling the kitchen appliances.
It Just takes a strategy.

Photo/Randy Ury

The $200 weekend ski adventure
OK, let's be up front here. This
scheme isn't very pretty and it
involves some hiking up hills to ski
back down. But two adults and two
children (under age 12) can cobble
together a weekend downhill skiing
adventure (with lodging) for $200.
Sort of.
Here's what you do. Set off after an
early breakfast on Saturday morning.
Pack two lunches and plenty of
snacks for the family. (Here's the "sort
of" part The $200 doesn't include a
tank of gas, the two lunches or the
snacks. But, really, these are the only
things I'm excluding. Well ... except
for the ski equipment, which I'll
assume you have, or can borrow or
beg.)
Drive the two-plus hours to the
Appalachian Mountain Club's (AMC)
Pinkham Notch base camp at the foot
of Mt. Washington in the White
Mountains. Rig up a system so you
can hike the one-and-a-quarter-mile
Tuckerman Ravine trail carrying
everyone's skis, boots and lunch.
(Empty pack frames are good for
lashing.) The trail is usually wellpacked from foot traffic and can be
ascended in everyday winter boots.
I know what you're thinking.
You're thinking: Here's somebody
who clearly has never traveled with
children under 12, since they will not
under any circumstances climb oneand-a-quarter miles uphill in winter.
This is not true. Here's a little trick
I've used: Tell them there's a
McDonald's at Tuckerman's Ravine.
When they arrive to find only big
rocks and stunted trees, tell them you
were just kidding.
No, actually I'm just kidding.
Children love me, really. The hike
isn't that bad since the trail is reasonably well graded. Paint it as a great
adventure - invoke Sir Edmund
Hillary and all that. Take an hour or
two getting to the ravine, which is

spectacularly dramatic in winter with
shaggy blue ice hanging from
outcroppings and vast snowfields
above. Enjoy your picnic before the
sun slips over the ridge. Note that the
ravine itself usually can't be skied
until April, when avalanche danger
passes, and even then only by expert
skiers.
So what's the point? A great
descent. There's a venerable ski run
called the Sherburne Trail that
parallels the hiking path you came up
on. This is a solid intermediate run
with a few expert drops (these steeps
may be walked by the less adept or
. less adventurous). The trail is fairly
narrow by ski-area standards (between three and 15 yards wide),
making your descent seem faster than
it reall y is.
If you don't feel like doing the
whole run, there ~re several places
you can cut over from the hiking trail
in the course of your climb. Warning:
Later in the season, when the ravine
attracts thousands, the Sherburne Trail
can be perilous with yahoo skiers
descending at great speed from the
bowl. Just be alert.
Back at the base, kick around
Dodge Lodge reading over the visitor
displays until dinner is served. The
AMC dishes up a fine family-style
meal at crowded tables next to a
roaring fire in a large fireplace. (Be
sure to buy dinner tickets when you
first arrive, since they occasionally sell
out on weekends.) The meals are
usually tasty and served in great
quantity. Cost: $10 for adults, $5 for
children, for a total of $30. There's
often a free slide show or movie after
dinner with a focus on adventure and
the outdoors.
Afterwards drive north 10 miles to
Gorham (New Hampshire, that is),
where you earlier booked a room at
the unremarkable Gorham Motor Inn.
In fact, Gorham itself is a bit unre-

markable. The town has long been
undecided whether it is a tourist
destination or a mill town suburb,
and has grown comfortable with its
split personality. (The mill at Berlin is
five miles to the north, as will be
evident if a north wind is blowing.)
But the motel offers good, clean
lodging far from the unsightly crowds
of North Conway. Bonus entertainment free HBO. Cost $46 for two;
children under 12 free; 1-800-4450913.
Sunday is the real downhill sKring
day, a reward for your labors of the
day before. But first: Start with a
breakfast at McDonald's, just down
the road from the motel. It's not
elegant by any means, but it's cheap
and might get you back in your
children's good graces after lying to
them about Tuckerman Ravine.
Cost $12.
Next, head to Wildcat Mountain
ski area, near Pinkham Notch. The
mountain, with 2,100 vertical feet and
six chairlifts, is well-maintained,
challenging, and will keep you
occupied all day, no matter what your
skill level. If the weather's right,
you'll also get some of the best views
of Mt. Washington's summit, which is
just across the notch. Meet at the
lodge-midday for the second picnic
lunch. Wildcat offers discount pricing
on Sundays, making it affordable
compared with other weekend ski
area prices. Cost: $29 for adults and
$16 for children, for a total of $90.
At the day's end drive back to
Portland. Stop for pizza somewhere
along the commercial strip in North
Conway. Cost $21.
And the grand total? The whole
package weighs in at $199. Which
leaves you with a buck for a mug of
hot cocoa. Go ahead and splurge.
You've earned it.
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Decorative I
canJ.sters I
filled with I
delicious I
PopInn I
Popcorn. I
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POP INN
POPCORN SHOPPE
99 Exchangc St· Ptld . 871 ·0380

Baskets
for giving thanks.
Filled with holiday
delights and
beautifully packaged!

•
ALL FRUIT
' 35
FRUIT & FLOWERS
' 50
FRUIT & GOURMET

' 50

•

772 .. 4638
25 TEMPLE STREET
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TIX ON SALE, NOIN!

JOAN BAEZ
with special guest

JAMES McMURTRY

Sat., Nov. 21, 8 PM

Have You Received Any
Worker's Compensation Benefits
In The Last 10 Years?

On the Verge

Jfso, new laws e!fectiveJanuary 1, 1993
may limit your r,ight to benefits.

directed by Greg Leaming

by Eric Overmyer

If you were injured, and your employer and/or insurer
voluntarily paid your medical bills and/or lost wages, your
future rights may be limited by the new laws. It is advisable
to discuss your legal rights immediately, otherwise it may
be too late, as the new Worker's Compensation Act becomes
law on JANUARY I, 1993.

Portland City Hall
Auditorium
All seats reserved.
Tickets: Cumberland County
Civic Center, All ~~
Locations, Charge by Phone
207-775-3458 or 207-775-3331.

November 3 - 22, 1992
Three Victorian women travellers explore the deepest recesses of
'Terra Incognita'. A work of imagination and humor from one of America 's
wittiest writers.
•A frolicsome Jounf.. .'
The New·York Times

FOR MORE INFORMATION, CAll YOUR A1TORNEY OR:

Childs, Emerson, Rundlett, Fifield & Childs

773-0275
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Portland
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117 Brown Street
Westbrook
854·2518

Konica Film
and

In addition, I have completed courses in sports injury n:hahilitation. workplace injury
prevention and personal injury. My undergraduate slndies too~ place ~t Northeastern
University in Boston. I have also earned the Docto~ of Ch.ropra.cllc degre.e .from
Northwestern Colle~e of Chiropractic in Bloomington, Mmnesota. Dunng my trainIng. I
was elected to Who s Who Among Students in American Universities and Colleges. And,
I have visited a number of other chiropractic clinics to study their methods and
procedures.

:~.'.

. . ~.
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EVERYDAY
With the Big Deal

This is the kind of tra.ining and professionalism I offer you. If you have hesitated
visiting a chiropractor, perhaps you didn't know that chirop~actors go to such .g reat
lengths to continue their education in order to provide you w.th the-latest technIques
and the most qualified service. Call me today and let me help you.

Photo Ch .
rJstmas C
20
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The symptoms most commonly treated by chiropractors are:

o Back Pain
0 Headaches
0 Pa.inful Joints
o Neck Pain
0 Arthritis
0 Shoulder Pa.in
o Stiffness
0 Bursitis .
0 Ann/Leg Pain
o Numbness
0 Hip Pa.in
0 Cold Hands/Feet
~--:10 introduce you to the heahng world of chIropractIc,
please accept my special offer:

,--- ---- --- -- - ---- ---.- --,

'I
I
I
FREE EXAMINATION DURING NOVEMBER
I This examination normally costs S65.00 or . more.. I will include orthop~di~ tests,
I neurological tests. a blood pressure test, a spmal alignment check, an exammatlOn for
I restricted or excessive motion in the spine. muscle strength tests and a prIvate
I comprehensive consultation to discuss the results.

Turnyo:~:~s $8. 99
\
I
I
I
I
I
I

846-6100 • Dr. Bruce L. Abelson
ABELSON CHIROPRACTIC

I
I

.

,

----------------------------

.

2nd set of prints

Additionally, three days out of each month I attend nationwide seminars in Chicago,
Atlanta and New York. to stay current on the latest chiropractic advances.

.

:'

FREE

PERSONAL BACKGROUND

"

it's probably not worth it to join just for the ski discount, but
don't overlook the other services the club provides. For
more information, call 780-6800.
Ski Maine, a Portland-based trade association that
promotes skiing in the state, offers several ticket packages
that can be used throughout the season.
The Ski Maine Pass Book offers 34 lift tickets, including
five each to Sugarloaf, Sunday River and Shawnee Peak,
and two each to the seven other areas in the state. The book
costs $425, or $12.50 per ticket. Any number of skiers can
use the coupons, but they must be kept in the book - in
other words, no breaking up the set and reselling.
The Key Skiing Savings Book, which costs $95 (price
good through Dec. 15), includes one ticket each to Sunday
River, Sugarloaf, Saddleback and Shawnee Peak. Tickets are
good any day of the week, but sales are limited .
Ski Maine also offers a senior pass to those 70 or older for
$100. This allows unlimited skiing throughout the state all
season long. For more information on these packages, call
761-3774.

FREE

Today's Doctor of Chiropractic must complete.4,4~5 hours of cl~sroom.instruction and
must pass a rigid chiropractic hoard of examlnallon before earning a h~ense. In most
states, continuing educational seminars must be completed for annual hcense renewal.

76 Main Street, Y~rmouth
•
Everung and Weekend Appomtments Available

Photo/R1lndy Ury

Contin ued from page 10

Did you know that becoming certified as a chiropractor requires a minimum of six rears
of highly specialized college and graduate school training?

I

Avoid Indigestion from the high cost of skI lodge food.
Bring your own trailside lunch and save a buck.

SKIING CHEAP
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Shop early for the best selection
of gifts ana swcking stuffers,
ornaments and decorations.
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to Order.
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One Hour
Service
Available

30 City Center, Portland 772-7296
71 U.S. Route One, Scarborough 883-7363
Monday - Friday 7:30 - 6:00; Saturday 9:00 - 1 :00
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Eat smart. The prices charged by many ski lodges make
airport food look like a terrific bargain. Even if the food
itself is good, which can't be counted on, the prices will very
likely give you indigestion.
Little needs to be said about the food strategy other than
this: Bring your own. This is easy to talk about, but it always
seems to be left to the last minute when you're tracking a
wayward ski glove before heading out the door.
Make a plan to prepare it the night before, then stick with
that plan. Feel free to adopt a smug attitude while enjoying
a trailside picnic while others wait in line for overpriced hot
dogs the color and texture of Band-Aids. caw •
Wayne Curtis took up freelance writing five years ago
so that he could ski midweek.
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Country :J{pe[ country. ~'.
Potpoum

" ' . CfiristlTUJS, etc.

Free parking at both locations. All major credit cards accepted on phone orders.

PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS

TRUST, N.A.
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Our 'shopper·friendly" environment
will allow you w enjoy what is
so often a tedious event.
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498 Con ess St. Portland, ME 04101,772-3932
• ANTIQUES· TV'S· TOOLS· SILVER· GOLD· CAMERAS. SILVER

liOIN.'S C\I'II;\I.

The music, the smells,
all the cham of Chn·strrw.s
/rom days gone by.
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I Christmas is back in the Old Port! ~
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BUY - SELL - TRADE

SALE $13.95
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Single tickets on sale nowl•
COMPANY

Portland Performing Arts Center
25A Forest Avenue, Portland, ME
Box Office: 207 774-0465

257 Deering Avenue, Portland, Maine

ANTIQUES· TV'S· TOOLS· SILVER. GOLD. SILVER. DIAMONDS
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gif' C<TLJ/iw", and layaway' available .
both shops open 7 days .
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At BACK BAY TOWER we turn

x.1.i'~ d_i~~; .~nto simpk pleasures
• More space
• Parking
• Recreation room
• Securi,ty
• Closet Space
• Laundry facility
• Backyard
• Leisure time
• Less commuting
• View of the city

• SpaciOUS 1,2, & 3 bedroom apartmenLS
• Enclosed parking garage
• FlOrida Room With indoor pool and saunas
• State-of·the·Art Security
• w.tlk-in closets
• 24·Hour laundry faCility, plus hookups
• Landscaped rooftop park
• On·site maintenance
• In·town in the heart of the cultural center
• Panoramic views of Back Bay, Casco Bay and the White Mountains

Back Bay Tower offers 25 diflerent floor plans Irom which to choose. Some have private
terraces and balconies. All Ibis and more aWQils you at Back Bay Towe>; Portland's finest
In-/awn address: Open House Hours; Sunday ... 124, TU&days & Thursdays... 1().(i, or
call lor an appomtment.

@~
(207) 772-7050 TDD# 1-800-545-1833 ext 191
401 Cumberland Avenue. Portland, Maine 04101

EVERY SUNDAY IS

CJ.tfM-r=ru;[ ~J.~
N I G H T
MR. MIX SPINS THE BEST OF
R & B, HIP HOp, HOUSE, REGGAE

1.4 Ozsco &y

~kly
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Alpine skiing 1992
Downhill ski areas in Maine and New Hampshire offer everything from
snowfields to glade skiing. Which has the best skiing? The only way to find that
out is to try them all.
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Al ine Skiing

)(~ skiing

Skating
Sleddin~
Swi1U1Uln~
snowshoelng
Relaxing

Attltash Mountain

Saddleback Mountain

Bartlett, N.H.
(603) 374-2368
Vertical drop: 1,750'
Number of lifts: six
Distance from Portland: about 1-3/4
to two hours
Night skiing: none
Lift ticket prices: $28 weekdays,
$35 weekends

Rangeley, Maine
(207) 864-5671
Vertical slope: 1,830'
Number of lifts: five, induding three
I-bars
Distance from Portland: 2-1/2 hours
to three hours
Night skiing: none
Lift ticket prices: $15 weekdays,
$29 weekends

4 Course Dinner •

S' 8.00!

IITheme Nightsll are Back
Every Thursday 5 - 9 pm
371-2530

The
osprey

Mediterranian Night. Thursday, Dec. 3
Caribbean
International

Dec 10
Dec 17

Just 10 minutes from Bath at Robinhood Marine Center
Off Rt. 1275· OverlOOking Rigg's Cove
Reservations Appreciated
Call for Wine Tastings & Cooking Class Schedule
We Cater Holiday Parties

Cannon Mountain

Franconia, N.H.
(603) 823-5563
Vertical drop: 2,146'
Number of lifts: six
Distance from Portland: 2-1/2 to
three hours
Night skiing: none
Lift ticket prices: $25 weekdays,
$35 weekends
Loon Mountain

Lincoln, N.H.
(603) 745-8111
Vertical drop: 2,100'
Number of lifts: nine, plus one
beginner rope tow (free)
Distance from Portland: about two
hours
Night skiing: none
Lift ticket prices: $32 weekdays,
$38 weekends
Lost Valley

Auburn, Maine
(207) 784-1561
Vertical drop: 240'
Number of lifts: three, including one
T-bar
Distance from Portland: 4S minutes
Night skiing: until 11 every night
Lift ticket prices: $15 weekdays,
$22 weekends
Moosehead Resort at Big Squaw
Mountain

Greenville, Maine
(207) 695-2272
Vertical drop: 2,146'
Number of lifts: three, including one
surface lift
Distance from Portland: about three
hours
Night skiing: none
Uft ticket prices: $16 weekdays,
$29 weekends
Mount Abram

Locke Mills, Maine
(207) 875-2601
Vertical drop: 1,030'
Number of lifts: five, including three
T-bars
Distance from Portland: about 1-1/2
hours
Night skiing: none
Uft ticket prices: $14 weekdays,
$25 weekends

Shawnee Peak

Bridgton, Maine
(207) 647-8444
Vertical drop: 1,300'
Number of lifts: five, induding one
T-bar
Distance from Portland: less than an
hour
Night skiing: from 5-10 nightly
Lift ticket prices: $25 weekdays,
$31 weekends
Snow Bowl

Camden, Maine
(207) 236-3438
Vertical drop: 950·
Number of lifts; three, including two
T-bars
Distance from Portland: 1-1/2 to two
hours
Night skiing: till 9 on Tuesdays,
Wednesdays & Thursdays
Lift ticket prices: $12 weekdays,
$22 weekends
Sugarloaf/USA

Carrabassett Valley, Maine
(207) 237-2000
Vertical drop: 2837'
Number of lifts: 14, including two Tbars and one gondola
Distance from Portland: 2-1/2 to
three hours
Night skiing: none
Lift ticket prices: $34 weekdays,
$38 weekends
Sunday RIver Ski Resort

Bethel, Maine
(207) 824-3000
Vertical drop: 2011'
Number of lifts: 11
Distance from Portland: 1-1/2 to two
hours
Night skiing: none
Lift ticket prices: $36 weekdays,
$39 weekends
Wildcat Mountain

Jackson, N.H.
(603) 466-3326
Vertical drop: 2,100'
Number of lifts: six
Distance from Portland: about 1-3/4
to two hours
Night skiing: none
Lift ticket prices: $27 weekdays,
$35 weekends

February 6-7, 1993
Bethel, Maine
You're invited to the biggest, most exciting
ski festival in New England!
We're offering fun lessons and workshops,
the chance to meet celebrity guests
and all the latest ski gear to try on and try out.
Learn more about telemarking, backcountry, and biathlon.
It's all sponsored by the L.L.Bean
Outdoor Discovery Program.
For a free ski festival brochure call

1-800-341-4341 ext. 7800
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Equip thyself

SURROUND
YOURSELF WITH
THE SPIRIT OF
CHRISTMAS AT
COMMUNIQUES
DISCOVER A UNIQUE
COLLECTION OF CARDS,
ORNAMENTS, GIFTS AND
STOCKING STUFFERS
FROM THE TRADITIONAL
TO THE OUTRAGEOUS

Give
bountiful
thankS.

There's always snow In the right places - I f you know
where to look. Enter the backcountry!

Beautiful blooms in a
handsome, handcrafted
basket. We can send
one anywhere.
$24.99
$29.99
price may vary
out of town
II

Photo/RP.ndy Ury

Get lost!

At.
U

e

... in the backcountry
• By Paul Karr

3'1eleflom
130 ST. JOHN ST./PORTLAND, ME
761-1580
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AffER THANKSGIVINGj PRE·CHRISTMAS SALE!
40% OFF
Storewide*
Nov. 27-29
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Hours: Sun.-Wed.l0-6, Thurs.-Sat. 1~
Factory Outlet • Freeport Fashion Mall
2 Depot Street, Freeport • 865-0462
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*exc1udes shoes and watches
always 40-50% off retail
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When Jim Collins, a freelance ,vriter, noticed a freak
snowstorm moving into southern New Hampshire one April,
he didn't waste any time. Collins and a companion raced up
to the White Mountains and spent a glorious day skiing
through the pristine powder of the backcountry.
Back home, the winter had been rainy and muddy. But
here, they realized, the snow had been deepening all winter.
A caretaker at Zealand Falls Hut on the Appalachian Trail
explained to Collins how people in the lowlands are fooled
into thinking their back yards are a good gauge of what's
falling in the mountains. That's why the hut was so empty
during what should have been prime season.
But you don't even have to go to New Hampshire to find
backcountry powder, Josh laPointe, a showshoe instructor
for 1.1. Bean in Freeport, was shoeing up Spaulding
Mountain (behind Sugarloaf) last winter while Portlanders
sat on their hands grumbling about the sleet and rain.
"We were sinking through up to our chests," laPointe
remembered. '1t was so deep, we had to turn back. There's
always snow in the right places, if you know where to look."
Face it. Snowshoeing or skiing in the backcountry is where
it's at - the absolute silence that swells and fills up the chest
after a snowfall; the sharp note of a ja y,hard against miles of
gunmetal sky; the deep pleasure in breaking track on fresh
powder so deep it could cover one's head, Or the moment
when, rounding a bend, you discover a precipitous slide of
snowfield that is just stable enough to try shoeing down. And
a solitude that is at once gratifying and healing.
Contrast this scene with the forced enthusiasm and
unavoidable expense of a crowded downhill run on a Saturday afternoon: fun, yes, but fun in the way that driving
through a Boston rotary is at once "fun," and nerve-wracking.
There's got to be something better, and there is. Bu t first
you'll need to rethink your conventional ideas about ski and
snowshoe equipment.

There's a big difference between
cross<ountry skiing and backcountry
skiing: This ain't the Boston Marathon,
but it ain't the 100-meter dash, either.
The gear you use will need to take the
backcountry's unique conditions into
account.
Cross-<ountry skiing is done on
skinny skis across flattish (usually
groomed) trails, often within sight of
civilization. Backcountry skiing is
another animal altogether. It's done
with skis that are a cross between
cross<ountry and downhill, on trails
that won't kill you but will step up
your heart rate a few beats,
Unlike cross-<ountry skis,
backcountry skis have metal edges
that come in handy when the turns
and slopes begin to get serious. Unlike
downhill skis, their heels aren't
fastened into place. This combination
takes the strain out of long-distance
travel, yet provides speed, accelera tion
and turning on downhills when you
want to make tracks. 1.L. Bean rents
backcountry sets out for $20 a da y;
buying a pair can easily cost you 20
times that much.
A must-have guide for the serious
backcountry skier is Da vid Goodman's
"Classic Backcountry Skiing" ($12.95).
Gleefully written and helpfully
illustrated, the book is available from
the Appalachian Mountain Club
(AMC), which - not coincidentallymaintains many of the finest
backcountry stretches of the White
Mountains. Call 1-800-262-4455 to
order it. AMC also offers lessons and
tours.
When snowshoeing in the
backcountry, the same considerations
apply as with skis. You don't want a
racing snowshoe, or an old-fashioned
fishtail shoe, because they're built only
for flat terrain.
You might want roundish bear
paws in some backcountry situations.
Green Mountain shoes, a kind of
modified bear paw, run $125-$140 and
are an economical choice for somebody who isn't shoeing challenging
terrain. They maneuver quickly and
climb reasonably well,
But when the going gets reall y high,
steep or icy, it's time for a switch. So
get out your wallet. You'll need
special, top-of-the-line mountaineering
snowshoes. They're made of aluminum

(so they won't break in the remote
mountains), and have special "claws"
called crampons to grip icy surfaces.
Tubbs shoes will run you from $285$305, depending on what kind of
crampons (walking or climbing) you
get. Sherpas come with crampons
attached; they cost $250-$275.
"There is no substitute when you're
trying to get into these back -type
places," advised laPointe. Also bring a
pair of ski poles for better balance
when climbing steep slopes,
To get the knack of using them,
1.1. Bean offers snowshoeing workshops several times a year. The cost is
$15, plus $7 for a snowshoe rental. The
first workshop takes place either Jan,
10 or Jan. 31, the next one ei ther Feb, 14
or Feb. 21 (call to confirm dates) .
There's also a free talk in L.L. Bean's
Freeport conference room Feb. 2 at 7:30
p.m.
Though traveling the backcountry in
winter isn't nearl y as perilous as you
may have been led to believe, it pays to
take gear precautions, Wear lots of
layers of Gore-tex, Thinsulate, wool,
polypropylene or Microfleece, Never
wear cotton or je(l,ns in the winter
woods; both wick up moisture, then
chill your body fast as the temperature
plummets. Wear a face mask on high,
exposed slopes; wear "gaiters" on your
legs in areas of wet snow.
Travel in parties of at least three
people, Use a good sleeping bag rated
to zero degrees Fahrenheit. Take
portable hand warmers and lots of
water: "Dehydration is a bigger
problem in the winter than it is on the
hottest day of the year," warned
LaPointe.
Finally, know where you are. While
it's true that getting temporarily lost
can be one of the sublime joys of
traveling in uncharted terrain, getting
found again soon isn't always a given.
Carry a compass, map and matches if
you're straying far off the beaten path .
Better yet, study up before you go.

Desperately seeking
deep snowpack
It's a myth that global warming has
killed off those gloriousl y snowy
winters we all remember from our
youth. You just have to travel a little
bit farther to find the white stuff - Jay
Peak in northern Vermont, for instance,
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SlJPER·NATlJRAL
COSMETICS:

'

• formulated with organically-grown, plant-derived ingredients
• no synthetics or mineral oil
• never tested on animals
Every MONDAY, makeup artist A1ise Snyder will be offering
complimentary makeovers with AVEDA. super-pure,
super-natural cosmetics. Make an appointment or just stop byl

773-4457
We're Maine's

only AVEDA. concept salon.
ON THE CORNER OF MIDDLE &
EXCHANGE SfREETS IN THE OLD PORT

OUf

Fall Sale
Continues!
With 20% Off
Simran's Intriguing
Owl Coats
Ooaooh!

1[;ttJ::eft;
AMARYLLIS

at

AMARYLLIS CLOTHING COMPANY
41 Exchange St" Fbrtland. ME 0410 1

7n-4439 • parking stamps available
Open daily 10-6. Thurs - sat 10-9 • Sun 12-6
Psst! Don't forget our Thursday nite
Gift certificate giveawayl 5-9 p,m,

Continued on page 19

1. Vredestein
Snowstar Snow TU'es.

Snowstar tires feature
maximum roadholding

n_er.w. tilerl

n.w ....I&na wnoo.ull w..

SmRRI ~RIVffi5 [l~8

~;;;;;;;;;;3

for
snow
and ice,
but
with
a smooth,
quiet
ride and out~tanding
A unique program designed 10 give you
wear. Offered in highquality ser vice, safel y, and savings,
speed-rated sizes for
European and Japanese cars,

SNOWSTAR*:
~EOEsrEIN ;:;:;:;:j

2. The smart Drivers Club. Buy Vredestein tires at
N.E.W. TIRES and get a free membership in our Smarr
Drivers Club, feanuing benefits like free rebalanCing,
free tire rotation, and much more,

n.cr.w.ti,crl

new england wholesale tires
No 11ft lines, no crowds: A backcountry skier telemarks down the slopes of
Mt. Washington dulin, the White Mountains' lon, spring. Photo/Gretchen Mikeska

Auto Service Mall· 456 Payne Road - Scarborough . Maine 04074
207-883-TIRE (883-8473)
N.E. W, TIRES is conveniently located Y. mile south of the Maine Mall.

NOtJem~
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GET LOST

614A Congress St.
Portland, ME 04101

Continued from page 17

773-0002

Last winter, while Portlanders
fretted over the lack of snow, this
winter wonderland received a whopping 373 inches (yes, that's more than
31 feet) of natural snowfall- almost
five times as much as the Bethel area
received. First snow flies there while
the autumn leaves are still in full blaze,
creating as beautiful a tableau as you'll
find anywhere - and there's nary a
tourist to be found. This is backcountry
heaven: plenty of room to stretch your
legs and ogle the wildlife. Let the other
folks rely on the cold mechanical
.
innards of some anonymous
snowmaking machine.
Closer to home, remote areas of
Maine and New Hampshire also get
plenty of natural snow. Bigelow
Mountain, for instance, generally
receives a good 170 inches each year.
Officially about 100 inches fall on the
White Mountains, but there's more in
the right nooks and crannies. And -

6 Week Classes &
Private Lessons
NEW BEGINNER
CLASSES

starting in January
call for more
information
.
Beginners: Waltz, Foxtrot, Jitterbug
Intermediate & Advanced Classes adding Rumba. Cha Cha, Polka, Tango,
Mambo & others. Other classes include: Competition. Country &Western

Classes ami/bie dllring llillch hours! Singles Welcome
. '" 1!,~t1!::o!!mLJ(~l/ce El'ery Saturday Evening. Open To The Public.

1
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In Comfort
• Let's face it, your feet have to put up
with a loti At WALKABOUT. comfortable
shoes are our business. Come see us!

We buy, sell, trade and consign
used and new sports equipment~

pssst! - we know where to go to find the
stuff·

,
311 MARGINAL WAY
PORTLAND
773-6063

Christmas
Present

••

' ~~~r

Y#alli.aboul

250 CENTER ST.
AUBURN
777-7427

563 Forest Ave . • Portland, ME 04101 .207-773·6601

r

Christmas
Past

k.

RODGER'S
SKI.SPORt

Christmas
Future

• 5 brands of boots to
choose from •••

....."....""...
f.r Jour .....,

..."Ia,11st
fr.MI-I.

........ of ski. to pick
fr .....

• One of the largest selections
of ski clothing in Maine!
• Moantain Bikes an
discounted for the holidays.

This Holiday Season, give the gift of health.

3 mos. Fitplus Membership only $99· Offered Dec. I-Jan. 10
~lot£
The Racket and Fitness Center
~
'l6\h 2445 Congress St., Portland 775--6188

'lJ....3!1'

• Adult . .kit- .........1
at $179, Ii.... SI1t1

US ROUTE 1 (across from fCar~rou.h Downs) • 883·36'

r-------------BRING IN THIS COUPON FO

I

~

~-----

:

I
Offer ends Dec. 12, 1992.
I
~---------------------------~

Here are some of the region's finest
backcountryoutings:
The area surrounding Pinkham
Notch, a glacial groove carved out of
the White Mountains at the base of
massive Mount Washington, offers
challenging backcountry skiing and
mouth-watering vistas. A series of
trails cover the valley floor, and some
snake up the ridges of nearby mountains. Although these trails are
ungroomed, other skiers often begin
packing the trail (and pointing the way
for the uninitiated) after a snowfall.
Views of Washington and other
geological marvels are superb; but be
prepared for some of the trails, which
are cut rather narrow between the
hardwood and conifer forests.
Skiing the nearby Wildcat Valley
Trail is a bit of a magical mystery tour,
but it's worth the ride if you're in good
physical condition and have some
backcountry skiing under your belt.
(Also, a snowy winter is requisite;
check ahead for trail conditions.) You
start wi th a scenic, $5 gondola ascent
from the Wildcat Ski Area near the
notch. Once atop the crestline, head
east. From there, it's 10 miles of mostly
downhill- but also, at times, gentle
uphill- skiing to Jackson, a touristy
hamlet of inns and pubs with a shuttle
back to the notch. You'll want to use
backcountry skis here for sure, because
the trail flattens and even veers uphill
in places. Give your Achilles tendons a
break and get the right skis.
You can also rough it overnight
while traveling in the backcountry.
Sleeping over at the Pinkham Notch
Visitor Center - AMC staff dropped
the word "camp" because people
thought it was a private resort - costs
$35-$45 a night ($20 for children under
12) with dinner and/ or breakfast.
A better deal is a trek to one of the
two AMC huts in the White Mountains
that stay open all winter.
To get to Zealand Falls Hut, you
embark upon a pleasant seven-mile ski
that's rarely any more challenging than
a typical cross-country outing. Once at
the hut, it costs $15 per night for a
bunk. You'll have to pack in your own
supply of Ovaltine, food and Ben Gay,

but there is free use of a stove for
anyone who's still got the energy left to
cook. Bring a sleeping bag rated to zero
degrees, and be prepared to pack out
your trash.
Carter Notch Hut is more remote.
The best way to get there is to snowshoe three rugged uphill miles,
watching for ice and listening for
avalanches all the while. This hut also
costs $15 a night (with a discount for
members), and reservations for either
hut are always a good idea. Reserve by
calling AMC at (603) 466-2727.
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LARGEST SELECTION afHIGH QUALITY
MAINE GROWN CHRISTMAS TREES

()
BV\LSAM
CIRCLE
• Balsam Fir, Scotch PIne, ~eaths Be: High Quality Garland at Low Prkles.

• Brightly llt for evening shopping.

8am-llpm
• Located at the corner of Park & Deering Avenues
~~~~....... (at the entrance of Deering Oaks Park)

Making tracks in Maine
Here in Maine, a trip to Baxter
State Park outside Millinocket is a
popular destination for hearty adventurers. The granddaddy of Maine parks
becomes a winter wonderland once the
tourists begin fleeing and the snow
begins flying. Ski in on touring skis,
then strap on showshoes and head for
Katahdin flanks (the summit is
restricted to serious mountaineers). Or
just ski to Chimney or Russell ponds
and back. You might also traverse the
park, north to south, and get picked up
when you're done.
"It's a huge park. You can go all day
and never see anybody," said LaPointe
fondly. That includes snowmobiles,
once you get off the access roads;
machines are not allowed on any of
Baxter's trails.
However, you'll need to iump
through some of the park service's
notorious bureaucratic hoops before
you ever leave Portland. (Hey - no
pain, no gain, right?) To apply for a
"special use permit," call the park (7235140) at least two to three weeks before
you want to visit. They'll want certification that somebody in your party has
outdoor experience, and they'll want
you to travel in a party of at least four
people.
The staff at Mount Blue State Park
in Weld grooms some trails in winter,
so there's grea t access to the more
remote, backcountry areas where few
dare to venture. The park is open and
free all winter long, too, and you won't
need a monster truck to travel in on the
access road. Center Hill is your best bet
for pleasant backcountry skiing in the
park; Mount Blue itself is a bit steep
and fast for true backcountry skiing.
Tackling Bigelow Mountain is
another great backcountry experience.
Big Bigelow is very showshoeable, and
there are miles of what Josh LaPointe
ordained "wild skiing," including
great views, pristine woods and
blessed quiet. Little Bigelow is an
easier day trip, offering a little bit of
everything. Approach from a trail on
the Flagstaff Lake side of the mountain.
In Rangeley, Saddleback's
Mulesklnner route isn't a long run, but
it's a decent mile of "glade skiing" skiing through woods and (hopefully)
around individual trees, instead of
straight down a c1earcut trail- that
you won't find at any other commerciallift in Maine. If you must visit a ski
lift, ski here. cn
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Save 20%·40% on All 1st Quality Selections
Open Daily· 56 Main Street· Freeport, Maine • 865·6369

An Open Invitation

to the Community
Christmas Open House
Weekend of Dec. 5th &: 6th 2-8pm

Affordable Art
acrylic by S/ef)e Secbak

Whimsical wood sculpture, oils,
original prints, acrylics,
mixed media, photographs,
hand blown glass jewelry.
'{ OF

655-5060
Rt. 302 South Casco
7 Days 9:30-5:30
·Cbristmas Tree Stand"
by Sarab Elizabetb Look

Nancy K. DaVidson, Curator

Fine Fabrics for the Home

CHINTZ-N-PRINTS
Brunswick, Maine

one of the largest selections of decorator fabrics in Maine
Including chintz, mOire & tapestry
all fabrics discounted
all fabrics in-stock, no orderinR - no waiting
large selection of drapery hardware, rods, and pillow forms
decorators welcome - plea5e bring a copy of your resale certificate

o

j,Q ~

CHINTZ-N-PRINTS
168 Pleasant Street"· Route 1 • Brunswick, Maine
Q
Moo-Sat 10:00am to 5:00pm· 207-729-545
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Pllul Karr is hoping his nat Winter
Hllndbook lISSignment is to snuwshoe Tibet.
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Gifts of Environmental Consciousness
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The Portland Ballet Company's
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now at Portland
High School Auditorium
(formerly at City Theater
in Biddeford)

l00th Anniversary Production
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Illustration(foki Oshima

Nordic skiing 1992
Break out the wax and get into winter. Maine's cross-country ski areas range
from the local golf course to White Mountain peaks. Try one or try all.
Abnaki Ski Touring Tra"s
Pine Tree State Arboretum, Augusta
621-0031
8-1/2km trails through woods and
fields for beginners to ad vanced
skiers
No fee
Acadia National Park
Bar Harbor
288-3338
64km ungroomed carriage paths;
sections of the Park Loop Road are
unplowed
Rentals: available in Northeast Harbor
No fee
The Bethel Inn Ski Touring Center
Broad Street, Bethel
824-2175
28km groomed trails for beginners to
advanced skiers
Hours: 9-4 weekdays, 8-4 weekends
-later as needed
Rentals: $10
Fee: $7 single, $15 family
The Birches Cross Country Ski Area
Moosehead Lake, Rockwood
534-7305
30 miles of groomed trails for beginners to the most advanced skiers;
unlimited wilderness
Hours: dusk till dawn
Rentals: $10
Fee: $6
Carra bassett Valley Ski Touring
Center
Route 27, Carrabasset Valley
237-2205
85km groomed loops for beginners to
the most advanced skiers
Hours: 9-5
Rentals: $10
Lessons: $9 and $18
Fee: $7

A portion of your purchase is donated to environmental causes.
775-4871- 49 Exchange St.- Old Port

775-7441- Maine Mall.- South Portland

603-893-7712 - The Mall at Rockingham Park.- Salem, NH

Carter's Farm Market Cross Country
Ski Center
Route 26, Oxford
539-4848
22km well-groomed trails
Hours: 9-5
Rentals: $8, $5 kids
Lessons: $6 and $15
Fee: $6, $4 kids ages 5-12

Gould Academy
Bethel
824-2161
7.5km groomed, unlimited wilderness
Hours: dawn to dusk
No fee
Mt. Abram Ski Touring Center
Locke Mills (just off Route 26)
875-2601
12 miles maintained trails; rentals and
instruction available
Fee: 57

FIELDS OF DREAMS

Sebago Lake State Park
Naples (off Route 302 between Naples
and S. Casco)
693-6231
2.8km groomed entry level trails after
new snow
No fee
Sunday River Cross Country Ski
Center
Sunday River Skiway Road, Bethel
824-2410
25 miles groomed trails
Hours: 8-4
Rentals: $12
Fee: $8, $4 kids
White Mountain National Forest
Evans Notch Ranger District, Bethel
824-2134
Contact ranger station for trail maps
and conditions
No fee
Wolf Neck Woods State Park
Wolf Neck Road, Freeport
No phone in winter
233 acres, with five miles of
ungroomed hiking trails (not all for
cross-country skiing)
No fee

SNDWMAKING COMES TO THE SNOWFIELDS.
This season, ski The Snowfields
on a consistent basis as we take
snowmaking to new heights.
Besides The Snowfields, we'll be
making snow on Skidder, Wedge
and increasing snowmaking
overall by 20%. You'll find more
early season snow at
SugarloaflUSA than ever before.
Come to SugarloaflUSA ...
Ski What You've Been Missing.

sugarloal
The Snowp

Now you KNOW it's closer to Portland than you thought!
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CADS
CAHDS
CARDS

No matter
how you
pronounce
it, we've
got the best
selection in

RESPONSIVE HAIR CARE
IN HARMONY
WITH YOUR WORLD

We asked folks

IM

"Why the hell haven't you
been to church ?" and ...

to.

JUSTM.~

Nature and science. Only
Systeme Biolage captures the
virtues of both to bring a
whole new level of fitness to
your hair and scalp. Come,
rediscover the legendary powers
of herbal remedies. Indulge in the
uplifting effects of Aromasc ience ~M
Now your hair can have oldfash ioned beauty .. . and sti II cope
with modern-day stress.

490 CONGRESS ST, PORTlAND

_ _ _ _ _ 207-775-486<1..,- _ _ _ _

... 21 % Said

MN

1\WLY •Cutting & Styling

Because You Seem So Weird To Me
People are strange when you're a stranger (to be sung to the tune of Three Blind
Mice). Actually, Swedenborgians wear borgenstock sandals, dance the
borgaloo, go toborgganing in winter, shop for borgains at the mall, drink
borgandy wine, eat borganic produce -- same stuff you do. But we don't need to
go overborg explaining ourselves to you. Just drop by some day and meet us. If
you're in luck, we may be having a smorgasborg.

:a.&.J
• Coloring
HAIR.
Perming
__
_ _ • Waxing
• Ear Piercing
~ . Manicures
• Color Analysis
~

SYSTEME

~BIOLAGETM

The Holidays Are Coming!
Let us do your Make-up
for that Special Occasion.

,

,

... 13 % Said

* Gift Certificates *

I! !:

Walk-ins Welcome!
13 Royal Avenue, Freeport 865-9214
Hours: Mon-Thurs, 9-6:30
Fri, 9-4:30 • Sal 8-3

,'

Because I Can't See Getting Up Sunday
Morning to Stand Up and Sit Down and Stand Up and
Sit Down and Read From A Script.
Neither can we. That's why we start with 20 minutes of singing from our
homemade song book, then have children's story, then a meditation, then a talk
by the minister or some other member of the congregation (during which we
might talk back -- or stand up and sit down), and then a time of sharing our
dreams, needs, and thanks in a prayer circle. There are rituals; the ones we like.
Maybe you'd like to bring one in that has meaning for you.

... 9% Said

Because I Won't Go To Anything\
Called CHURCH (ouch!)
Many of our number are surprised to find, in spite of themselves and their
better instincts, that they are in a "church." Sometime our conversations
contain phrases like "I know this may sound strange to you, but I've found a
church ... " We sometimes call ourselves a "community" or "society" or "Those
whackos I love to hang around with." Paradoxical, isn't it?

BY LARRY SHUE
DIRECTED BY MICHAEL DONAHUE

Nov. 27, 28, 29
Dec. 4, 5, 6, 11, 12,1992
Fortlcketl and information cah

... 17% Said

799-7337·799-7338
420 Cotlage Rd ., South Portland
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5ri~ton Qoad Pottery

It :

FJ:
<,,).

#
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~
~

Nancy Qead Pottery
Rent Avis Deoi8ns
9 Portland North Business Park
i'almouth, Maine 04105
Nancy Read & Toby Rosenrurg
797-3468

Potpourri Pottery
309 Brook Street
Westbrook, Maine 04092
Judi Riley. 797 -6903

Because I'm Not a Christian .
Christianity has gotten a bad name over the millennia, what with Crusades,
Inquisitions, and Televangalists. Even though the Swedenborgian Church is a
Christian denomination, you'll fmd people in our local church who do not
identify themselves as Christian -- and people who do.
What draws us together is Spirit -- however that reveals itself to you -- sought
out in an accepting, supportive community. Would you like to explore faith
where no one is going to tell you what it must mean to you? Here's a safe place
to do that. Would you like to bring your beautiful soul to a fertile garden and
let it grow without labels? Try us.

fJ

(;

780 ridgtoo Road (Rt. 302)
Westbrook, Maine 04092
Nancy Carroll, Robbi Fritz
& Lynne Perry
854-0160

... 37% Said
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Holiday
8ale

Open
House

(t

We're best suited for those who want to be a part of a group, not apart from it.
This is an intimate community where we love to pay attention to each other.
But while we will welcome you wannly, we won't pounce on you like a dog on
a bone. If you're that shy, bring a lot of friends and sit behind them. (And
we're considering siding.)
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Because Your Church Is So Small, I Won't Be
Able To Sit In The Back Row. (And It's Brown.)
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... 97 % Said

Because I Don't Understand Your Ads.
Huh?

DON'T BECOME ASTATISTIC-BECOME ASWEDENBORGIAN INSTEAD.
/
I

~

I

,
I

"'- -

V

SWEDENBORGIAN CHURCH
302 Stevens Avenue, Portland, ME 04103

207 -772-8277
Worship: lOam Sunday • Rev. Ken Turley
,
Childcare provided
CeiebraJing the Life 0/ the Spirit in
Worship. the Arts, and Community Service

HAIR.E

Systeme Biolage. A natural approach to beauty. A responsib le r.---:-.::-::=--=~~;;;;:-:-----:---=--:--.,--:;;;:-:==
approach to the well-bei ng of our de licate environment.

~~=-~9L~~~~~~

...andJacia

8 EXCHANGE ST PORTLAND 775-25558:30-7 M-F .8:30-5 SAT
Drive to the base of Mt. Washington at Pinkham Notch, then hike to Tuckerman
Ravine. Watch crazies on skis hurtle over precipices and down gullies.

Cheap thrills for
the snowbound
• By Wayne Curtis, illustrations by David Lewis
Along about mid-January, something peculiar takes place across Maine: The days
become much longer.
We're not talking about longer daylight hours here - that's easily explained. We're
talking about the malaise hours that make up those endless winter afternoons, when 5
o'clock seems like it's on the far side of Kansas and Saturday becomes a purgatory of
leftover soup and Pauly Shore on MTV. Scientists studying this phenomenon have
documented cases of a single Sunday afternoon in February lasting more than 26 hours.
But winter needn't be as long as the Triassic Period. All it takes is a little creativity to
stop those four walls from creeping in on you. Go outside. Start a project. Get a life. And
don'~ delude yourself that you need to be rich to enjoy winter in Maine. You just need to
know where to go.
Here are 50 ideas to get you started.
#8 Wait for a good rain followed by a
#1 Hop the Casco Bay Lines ferry to Long
three-day freeze, then set out on a day's
Island with cross-country skis during a
skating expedition up the Royal River
snowstorm. Ski to the beach on the
eastern shore and back before the
in Yarmouth.
#9 Make snow angels at Evergreen
snowplows corne along.
#2 Put on good boots after an ice storm
cemetery.
and ramble the two-and-a-half miles of
#10 Keep tabs of how many times you
fallon Portland's icy sidewalks during
trail at Maine Audubon's Gilsland
January, February and March.
Farm Sanctuary off Route 1 in
Compete with friends for
Falmouth.
valuable prizes!
#3 Go tubing down snow#11 Make snow doggies
covered Eastern Prom.
#4 Follow the snowmoat the dog cemetery on
Mackworth Island.
bile tracks on a clear
#12 Go for a Casco Bay
day to the fire tower
atop Atherton Hill
swim on Jan. 1. Join
other maladjusted
(park where the
Portlanders for an icy
power lines cross
dip at East End Beach.
Falmouth Road in
#13 Dig through your
Windham, then
head north). Take in
basement and pull out a
dented snow saucer or
the view from Casco
snow wing. Head to
Bay to the White •
Payson Park for some
Mountains.
downhill gliding.
casual
#5 Bring a snow shovel,
Gel your hair and put on a
#14
Bring
your skates and
skates and a thermos
black
T
..
hlrt.
join
the
stick to an impromptu ice
of coffee to Massacre
others outside Green
Pond on Prouts Neck
hockey game at Deering
Mountain Coffee who labor
Oaks.
early on a Sunday
under the delusion that It's
#15 Gel your hair and put
morning after a fresh
actually stili summer~.
snowfall.
on a black T-shirt. Join the
others outside Green
#6 Learn how to kayak.
H20utfitters runs workshops at indoor
Mountain Coffee who labor under the
delusion that it's actually still summer.
pools throughout the winter. Call 8335757 for more info.
#16 Borrow some ski equipment and
head to Sunday River on May 1, when
#7 Go to 1.1. Bean after midnight and
ski tickets are free.
convince one of the bored clerks to let
#17 Plan a full-moon skate at Great Pond
you watch all their ski videos until
off Fowler Road in Cape Elizabeth. Full
dawn .

Continued on page 24

SKI FOR ONLY 85.00
AT SUGARLOAF/uSAI

Three New Family Value lickets •••
This year SugarloaflUSA is making skiing as affordable as
pOSSible, by introdUCing three new ticket prices this season, all
deSigned to help you get the most out of your skiing dollar!

The Teen lIcket. .• 831.00 I 827.00
For 13 to 18 year olds. Ski for only $31.00 weekends and only
$27.00 midweek! Ski the whole mountain ... including
SugarloaPs famous Snowfields!

The Mid-Mollltain 1Icket. .. 819.00
Covers Snubber, Sawduster, Skidway and Bucksaw chairs. Ski
1575 vertical feet and access to 20 trails. Great value!

The Mini-Mollltain tiet... 85.00
Covers the Snubber and Sawduster chairs.
Ski 500 vertical feet with access to three trails.

sugar'~f~!!
Now you KNOW it's closer to Portland than you thought!
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CHEAP THRILLS
Continued from page 23
moons this winter are Jan. 8, Feb. 6 and
March 8.
#lB Go to the indoor flea market at the
Portland Expo on a Sunday morning.
Look for Scottie-dog salt and pepper
shakers and offer $2 for the set.
#19 Bundle up and fly your kite at
Portland Head Light during a fullfledged blizzard.
#20 Go the top deck of the Temple Street
Parking Garage and drop snowballs on
people in T-tee shirts to let them know
that winter is here.

Go to the dog pound and pick
out an especially homely
looking pet. Name It MWlnter."

\
\
\
\
..

00

\

\

ates.

Like, totally cool. He's just the best thing that ever happened to me.
We met at a dance and my girlfriends thought he was totally way.
So I took twelve color pictures down to Generated Image
and they made me some really excellent color calendars from them.
I'm going to give one to my parents. They are just going to die.

GENERATED IMAGE
164 Middle Street, Portland, Maine. 04101 207.774.4455

#21 Bring a thermos of hot cocoa to
Higgins Beach after a good squall and
watch the surfers and kayakers take on
the waves.
#22 Walk down to the city pier near
sunset to see iced-covered boats
bringing urchin divers back into the
harbor. Reflect that your job isn't so
bad after all.
#23 Go to the dog pound and pick out an
especially homely looking pet. Name it
"Winter."
#24 Jain a weekend outdoor adventure
with people who know what they're
doing. Call the Maine Outdoor
Adventure Oub Tecorded hotline at
774-1118.
#25 Hone your urban survival skills. Try
living off the fat of the land for an
entire work week by foraging at Old
Port happy hours.
126 Pack a picnic lunch on a calm, sunny
day and carefully walk out the icy jetty
to Spring Point Light for the best view
of Portland Harbor.
#27 Horde your quarters for a month.
Head to melancholy and shuttered Old
Orchard Beach on a sleety Saturday
and play video games at one of the two
open arcades.
#28 Enjoy chilly scenes of winter at the
warm Portland Museum of Art.
Admission is half-price Saturdays from
10 till noon. Call 773-ARTS.
#29 Drive to the base of Mt. Washington
at Pinkham Notch, then hike to
Tuckerman Ravine. Watch crazies on
skis hurtle over precipices and down
gullies.
#30 Walk around Back Cove in freezing
rains and high winds. Go home and
take a two-hour bath.
#31 Bring molasses, paper cones and
some friends to the Fore River Sanctuary at Stroudwater during a gentle
snow. Enjoy old-fashioned Maine snow
cones.
#32 Ski all 18 holes on your cross-country
skis at the Riverside Golf Course.
#33 Sign up for weekly ice-skating
lessons (beginner or advanced) at the
Portland Ice Arena near the Expo. Call
774-8553.
#34 Haul a toboggan up to Camden and
get fired out of the Snow Bowl's
toboggan chute. The 1,()oo'foot run
costs 50 cents per person per run, or a
dollar if you borrow their toboggans.
#35 Charter a horse-drawn sleigh for a
trip through field and forest at Smiling

NC1IJQ/Iber 19, 1992

Hill Farms in Westbrook. The 45minute ride costs $4 for adults and $3
for children, with a $4S per-group
minimum (the sleigh holds up to 25).
For reservations, call 774-8456.
#36 Bring plastic garbage bags to the
Western Prom near the Brackett statue
and slide your butt down the icy hill to
Valley Street.
'37 Order seed catalogs and fantasize
about warmer weather. Burpee Seed
Co: (215) 674-4900.
#38 Enjoy a guided backcountry ski
expedition in western Maine's rugged
mountains. Contact Back Country
Excursions at 1-625-8189.
#39 Ride the glass elevator up and down
at One City Center, mumbling to
yourself, "Kenneth, what is the
frequency?" See how many trips you
can get in before someone notifies
security.
#40 Haul a snowboard up to Lost Valley
in Auburn and tackle the new
snowboard trail. A two-hour lift pass
costs $10. Call 1-784-1561.
#41 Knit a scarf. Silver Yam in
.
Scarborough offers a 10-week knitting
class starting in December. Cost: $50.
Attend all classes and get your $50 back
in credit for yarn purchases. Call'
883-2951.
#42 Rent snowshoes at L.L. Bean ($7 per
day) and explore the quiet woods
around Mast Landing Sanctuary in
Freeport.
#43 Take a walking tour of Portland's
historic districts on a crisp February
afternoon. Descriptive brochures
available from Portland Landmarks:
774-5561.
#44 Sign up for a one-and-a-half-hour
cross-country ski lesson any Saturday
morning after Jan. 9 at L.L. Bean. Cost:
$10, plus another $10 if you need to rent
skis, which you can keep for 24 hours.
To register, call 1-800-341-4341,
ext. 7800.
#45 Overcome your winter lethargy: Take
a copy of Casco Bay Weekly and go to
every event listed in the lO-day
calendar. Feel smug; tell your friends
what a culture maven you are.
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NOW IN PORTLAND AT 2 PORTLAND SQUARE
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YOU'VE SE EN OUR SWEATERS AND KNITWEAR ON THE COV ERS OF ELLE
AND GLAMOUR AT BERGDORF GOODMAN, NEIMAN MARCUS, I. MAGNIN.
YOU'VE SEEN OUR COMPANY FEATURED IN DOWN EAST AND ON MADE
IN MAINE. NOW YOU CAN PURCHASE OUR QUALITY APPAREL AT OUR FOUR
COMPANY STORES.

PORTLAND 463 FORE STREET [OLD PORT) MON - SAT 10:00 - 530 THURS 'TIL 830
CAMDEN 11 ELM STREET /7 DAYS /10:00 - 8:00 IN SEASON
HALLOWELL 115 WATER STREET 10:00 - 5:00 MON - SAT
BAR HARBOR MAIN STREET / 7 DAYS /10:00 - 10:00 IN SEASON
ALL STORES WILL BE OPEN 12:00 - 5:00 SUNDAYS BEGINNING NOVEMBER 29

•

•

TRue LOAD OF OA
Take advantage of these tremendous savings and
stretch that holiday budget! All wood furniture that
will last from kindergarten to college! -

Entertainment
Desk
Center
Only $188
$259
suggested retail $297

Bring binoculars to Peaks Island and
stalk the starkly beautiful common
elder, which Is often seen bobbing on
the waves off the Island's back shore.
#46 Visit the free Peary-MacMillan Arctic
Museum on the Bowdoin campus in
Brunswick. Learn how to make tea at 40
degrees below zero anP other useful
Maine skills. Open daily except
Mondays. Call 725-3416.
'47 Go to breakfast at Pride' s Comer
Bowling off Route 302 in Westbrook.
Knock around some candlepins after
coffee. Opens daily at 9 a.m.
Call 797-2699.
'48 Cruise the Old Port on a Friday night
after a snow emergency has been
declared. Cheer on bar patrons in their
race with the tow trucks at 11 p.m.
149 Build a campfire on the rocky shores
at Two Lights State Park and make a pot
of hot cider. While your grog heats,
mindlessly throw snowballs at the
waves.
#50 Bring binoculars to Peaks Island and
stalk the starkly beautiful common
eider, which is often seen bobbing on
the waves off the island's back shore.

en

Some quantities
are limited.
Hurry for best
selection. All in
medium oak.

Desk & Hutch
Only $298

suggested retail $387
Printer stand and comer wedge available also.
Computer desk and hutch top. Just in time for all that
homework. Great for that new PC, and large enough to study
on, Keyboard pull-out shelf and pencil drawer are
interchangeable. Lower shelf for extra storage. Cut-outs in
back for easy cable management Optional hutch top has one
suggested retail $135
adjustable shelf and two fixed shelves for manuals and binders.
TV/Nintendo cart. Sit TV on top with VCR or
_m
game controls below. Two solid oak doors hide
your games or video tapes, etc. Amust for every
household.

Only $88

32 Bookcases
Starting at $59

~~

11

$299

-J'

-.- - :;;.---"

FINISHED

From 30" to 84" high with adjustable shelves that neatly
display most sized books. Extra shelves available.
Durable oak solids and veneers. Tough enough for any
i!ie!~ki~'d. Built to last a lifetime ...

885·2145

Route 1
Dunstan Corner
Scarborough
Mon~Sat 9:30~5:30

Thurs 'til 8 • Sun

12~4

......................
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All aboard: choosing a train station
Within a few short weeks the city of Portland will face a decision that's been
approaching for years, like a slow train comin'. Portland has finally won the
privilege of being the northern terminus for Boston-to-Portland passenger rail
service. Now Portlanders must decide where to put the station.
Two sites are in the running. One is on St. John Street, and the other is on
Commercial Street (see "Train station headed for wrong track?" on page 6). Each
has its advantages. But Wayne Davis of TrainRiders Northeast, the group that's

l tr ( ]i
I Mwo~kedhaso
,
.:
l:I
! _ .

hard to ~estoreboPassehngcer rail servic e to
arne, s ~eserv~tio~S a ~t t e ommercia l Street
__ 1 ___
~_
site. More shsturbrng IS DaVIS'S concern that the
Commercial Street site has an inside track, and is
perhaps being railroaded through the selection process.
The site is picking up momentum for some understandable reasons. One is that it
could deliver passengers - and possibly their vehicles, one day in the future - to
the doorstep of Portland's burgeOning cruise ship terminal. It might also deliver
passengers to the doorstep of a new aquarium.
And th!! sit~ has practical benefits. It could establish a multi modal transportation
network of freight and passenger rail lines, shuttle buses, and cargo and passenger
ships that would connect people to downtown and the jetport.
But Davis argues that because the site is not on the main line it could retard the
quality of service between Boston and Portland and the potential of extending the
service northward. These two goals are paramount to ensuring success of the rail
service, and they far outdistance the importance of the economic benefits gained by
a few if the station is located at the Commercial Street site.
one reason that Davis suspects the push is on for the Commercial Street site is
that his group has not been consulted recently by city officials. He also believes the
decision is "hitting too quickly" and without sufficient public input.
But this is a decision that will affect every citizen of the Casco Bay bioregion. So
Casco Bay Weekly challenges city and state officials, business people and citizens to
ensure that passenger rail service gets the very best chance of succeeding in Maine
by selecting the best station site in Portland.
~

~l

l'
Members of the Portland City Council: CBWholds each and everyone of you
responsible for holding more than one public hearing to guarantee tha t all con-

cerned citizens are heard loud and clear on this issue, and that the winning site
doesn't suddenly appear like a mystery train.
Wayne Davis and TralnRlders Northeast: You've all worked hard on this project
for years. But CBW implores you to go that extra mile by remaining vigilant and
making sure the decision process,is open, accessible and understandable to citizens
and future riders.
Virginia Hildreth and Bob Ganley: You have said the city has no preferred site and
wants ~o include the pu~lic in the decision. CBW encourages you to stand by your
words rn the coming weeks. Keep the lines of communication open with people like
Davis, If you do, the best site should prevail, and all Portlanders will feel they own a
part of the decision.
Former Mayor Tom Allen: You were instrumental in pushing for passenger rail
service and a Portland station. Now, as you gear up for a gubernatorial bid, CBW
urges you to think of Mainers in Brunswick, Augusta and pOints north who want
the best rail service, and to steer the City Council along the same track.
Mike Murray of the Maine Department of Transportation: You have been lauded
for your expertise and tireless work in restoring passenger rail service to Maine. You
admit that Portland's civic leaders seem to prefer the Commercial Street site, and you
concede the site might not provide the best service. It is incumbent upon you to bring
your formidable knowledge and influence to bear on this process.
P.O. Merrill: You have bold ideas for creating a whole matrix of transportation
services and industries in the International Ferry Terminal area. It's time for you to
take your vision to a wider audience. You must try more vigorously to build a
coalition between working waterfront advocates who would be inclined to oppose a
Commercial Street station, and Waterfront Alliance members who would support it.

l'
Most of the key players in the station Siting process claim to share the same
goal- increasing ridership - because it's sensible transportation policy and good
economics. But if they truly want trains to be running in Maine 50 years from now at
1()() mph, they need to make the right decision about a station the first time. And
they need every citizen to get on board in the decision making process.
CBW urges everyone who has a stake in this region's future to do the locomotion
right now.
(BY)

Take this bird and stuff it
-

• By Bonnie MQrtin FQzio
Thanksgiving is an incredibly popular holiday.
And why not? It's rarely celebrated with any thought
to its ostensible purpose - to give thanks for nature's
bounty and, presumably, the beneficence of a capricious god. Does anyone stop to question the accuracy
of the First Thanksgiving myth we're taught in
school? Well, some do-and we'll get to that later.
Most of us simply welcome an annual excuse to eat
too much, especially if we're not the ones who have to
prepare the feast or clean up afterward.
But others sleepwalk through the holiday, hating
the food, not caring about the relatives they have to
see, poSSibly not even believing in God. Still others
are simply sick of all the labor involved. The obvious
answer to all of these problems is a Thanksgiving
rebellion - a revolution in how we look at the
holiday that will allow us either to incorporate
meaning into the proceedings or simply celebrate the
meaninglessness in grand style. Here are some tips for
coming to grips with Thanksgiving.
Do nothing. Pretend the holiday does not exist.
Chin up, business as usual, go about your work.
Sounds harsh, but isn't it better than one more year of
squeezing into metal folding chairs around
Grandma's Queen Anne, your right elbow repeatedly
jabbing your lefty tablemate, gagging down that
ridiculous high-protein, high-fat meal, then retiring
bloated to the family room to stay glued to a televised
sporting event you care nothing about?
For diehard anti-authoritarian scofflaw types, the
do-nothing option sure beats pretending. Thanksgiving may be a national holiday, but there is no lawrepeat, no law - that says anyone has to do anything
about it. Then again, folks who flout tradition this
completely wouldn't care if there were.
Dine out. Imagine: linen table cloths, fresh flowers,
silverware that has been polished by someone other
than you. All this can be yours for a modest cost many establishments offer Thanksgiving specials - if
you have your turkey dinner this year at a restaurant.
If you want to preserve that homey touch, find a
hotel that has special facilities where large groups can
dine more privately in banquet rooms. You can order
and share an entire turkey, and even carve it yourself
if you choose. Parties not requesting family-style
service can choose from special menu items (and not
be locked into having the same entree for everyone).

with new traditions

The Out for Thanksgiving option is more popular
than one might suspect; make those reservations now.
One hint: Hotel dining rooms are more likely to be
open for the holiday than regular restaurants.
Have a taco feast. This is a special occasion only if
you invite guests - otherwise, it may too closely
resemble the Do Nothing Thanksgiving variation.
Nonconformists like to do something for the holiday;
they just don't want to do the expected thing. A taco
fills that bill.
And just think: For a fraction of the trouble (and,
probably, the expense), you can achieve that same
stuffed, waddle-to-therecliner feeling for
which you usually
have to work so hard .
As an added benefit, you'll gain status in your
friends' eyes for being wacky and unpredictable.
Ltlt the turkey live. Vegetarians and poultry haters
alike can find solace in this alternative, wherein,
instead of a turkey-based bash, one puts on a lavish
East Indian feast. Michael Pandya in "Indian Vegetarian Cooking" lists this among other typical menus: a
soup; biriyaani (a rice dish), a curry, a raita (yogurtbased counterpoint to the curry and rice), pappadams
(you can buy these little wafers at specialty stores) or
bread, a sweet or hot drink and paan (an after-dinner
treat).
R&-enact the original event. And that means down
to the Original menu. This is trickier than it sounds.
Writing in Natural History magazine, anthropologist Samuel M. Wilson debunked the myth of the First
Thanksgiving. Contrary to the tales we swallowed as
children, the feast day evolved gradually out of many
harvest celebrations. Although a letter describing one
early party does allude to wild fowl and venison and presumably those two items were frequently on
the menu - it's impossible to point to one meal as the
First Thanksgiving.
Furthermore, it's been said that we shouldn't be
honoring those racist imperialist forebears of ours
anyway: Even if the Mayflower bunch behaved
relatively decently toward the Indians - sharing the
harvest and all-Wilson reminds us that the Pilgrims
were a somewhat atypical bunch of settlers and not
the most successful group who ever landed in the
New World anyway.
Logically; however, that should give us all the
more reason to emulate the Plymouth Rock folks as

citizen

opposed to later, more abominably behaved successful
pioneers. Since finding out what the good Pilgrims
were really eating at those feasts is difficult, that
leaves costumes, for which you can find patterns and
ideas at any fabric store.
But let's get one thing straight: As Wilson points
out in his article, "The feast of Thanksgiving ... is a
phenomenon of our time, not theirs, a morality tale
dealing with values central to modern American
culture - religiOUS freedom, self-reliance, political
independence and racial harmony."
Get some exercise. Instead of packing on the fatladen calories, burn some off. Do something athletic,
like taking a bike ride; unless this idea catches on big,
you and your family will be the only ones out there.
You still h~ve to eat, though. To sate appetites
whetted by all this activity, pack a picnic: Smoked
turkey might be an appropriate - and lean - menu
item.
Work In a soup kitchen. Most local shelters use
volunteers to help serve holiday meals. Greater
Portland residents are generous with their time during
the holidays. According to Tom Vacca, manager of
Portland's Wayside Evening Soup Kitchen, at this
time of year his kitchen is inundated with volunteers.
However, after the first of the year when the holiday
spirit has subsided, organizations like his have a real
need for volunteers to prepare and serve meals.
United Way and Portland Public Library offer
directories of local soup kitchens.
Fran Ames of the Volunteer Bureau, a United Way
clearinghouse, suggests making a fa mil y project out of
cooking Thanksgiving dishes and delivering them to
one of the organizations that feed the poor and
homeless.
Another gesture is simply to prepare extra food and
hand it out in person, all apportioned and foil
wrapped on paper plates. Or you could invite someone less fortunate than yourself into your home for the
holiday meal. Good places to start: nursing homes,
residence hotels, shelters for the homeless, churches
and synagogues, and senior citizen service organizations.
However you choose to help, you' ll feel better for
haVing shared the wealth.

Bonnie MIIrtin Fazio is Qfreelance writer for Willamette Week,
where QsimilQr version of this esSQy recently Qppeared.

Discrimination
or self-exclusion
Ana R Kissed (10.22.92) attacked
F.AR (Feminists Against Rape) for
excluding women who choose to
exclude men. We understand that
some women feel safer working only
with women or think that they can
accomplish more without men.
However, these women cannot attack
F.AR for being exclusionary. We
contend that, on the contrary, it is due
to our policy of non-discrimination
that such women choose to exclude
themselves. The confusion about
discrimination comes up in a variety
of contexts.
In the debate over Portland's
human rights ordinance, for example,
some homeowners who wanted to
refuse to serve gay people accused the
ordinance of discriminating against
them, thereby claiming that the
ordinance discriminates against
people who discriminate against gay
people. The word discriminate used in
this way loses most of its meaning and
leads into an infinite loop. You could
discriminate against people who
discriminate against people who
discriminate against gay people, etc.
But this is not the meaning of discriminate.
According to ''Webster's New
Collegiate Dictionary," "discriminate"
means "to make a difference in
treatment or favor on a basis other
than individual merit." For example,
an organization that excludes individuals who believe that all African
Americans should be shot is not
discriminatory, since a person's beliefs
are part of what constitutes her Ihis
merit. An organization that excludes
African Americans or men, however,
is discriminatory, since ethnicity and
gender are traits.
F.AR does not discriminate
against any group, including men.
F.A.R encourages and celebrates
diversity. We cannot both celebrate
diversity and discriminate. Due to this
policy, people who want to exclude
men might choose to exclude themselves from F.A.R. Lesbian separatists
would probably feel uncomfortable
joining F.AR., but we do not have a
policy that prohibits them from
joining us.

Members of F.A.R.

It's a bird, it's a plane
I am responding to Ana R. Kissed's
letter (10.22.92). Ana R Kissed (how
clever?) seems to be ashamed to use
her real name. I agree wholeheartedly
with her plight and cause. But I found
the use of the term wombyn (presumably a euphemism for woman) to be
the ultimate feminist affectation and a
cry for attention which clouds her
worthwhile ambition.
Women should be equally esteemed and valued without gender

prejudice. I believe "That a Man of
Quality is Not Threatened by a
Woman of Equality." ButWombyn! C'mon gimme a break. I
don't have to go around calling
myself "Scrotuman" to beshock my
point.

~9V- J:)LA-hor'L-

10.29.92).
I'd also like to cite AI Diamon's
columns. He always has top-notch
ideas and writes them quite well. Cool
beard, too.

AJ.v). k..--Andrew J. Levesque
Portland

Roger Dutton
Portland

Getting healthy
An interesting article in Casco Bay
Weekly expounded on health in
today's world ("Can anyone be
healthy in an unhealthy world?"
10.22.92). I'd like to address it a bit
further. The facts in the article can't
be denied. Much dis-ease exists today,
much "ill health," but why? Well
simply, the answer lies within
ourselves. Healing truly comes from
within. The walls we've put up don't
allow our innate wisdom to express
itself to it's fullest, thus hindering
Iifes' expression.
We should question the archaic
medical model of curing, treating
signs and symptoms, and the fear of
not being able to care for people
without a "working diagnosis." Many
forms of health care are available and
many are Valuable. I encourage you to
inform yourself about some of them
and
make
your
choices!
Our health exists on a continuum ~f
well ness - dis-ease. Recovery from
dis-ease doesn't occur until you allow
that homeostatic balance to influence
your life. Also, we must accept the
responsibility and commit ourselves
to recovery. True, that's not always
easy. Indeed, healing often involves
suffering - so does growing up!
Think about the last time you
argued with your loved one. Recovery (making up) sure was sweet.
Think again how you feel when
you've made up. This expression of
feelings is a major part of well-being.
Life's expression is waiting inside all
of us to do its thing - set it free! Your
imagination isn't even the limit to the
fulfillment, growth and development,
happiness, and health that can and do
occur!
The "fear stress" was mentioned in
the article. Truly, fear is a tremendous
stress on our heal th - think how
much you fear! Health is certainly up
there on the lists of many.
Realize health as the absence of
dis-ease - you 'can live toward that
beginning.

letters

l~ ~ _ iJ~t'·~ ,
~ger Nadeau, D.C.

Real men don't
wear orange
Now that the tourists have gone
and the kids are back in school, we
can all enjoy a little peace and relaxation. Not true. In a few short days
begins the loathsome acti vity that
makes rude tourists and obstreperous
kids look like celestial spirits.
Hunting, an annual game of shoot
and kill, means suffering for countless
animals and humans alike. Hunters in
their frenzy to shoot at a living target
often miss, sending their deadly
bullets into pets, farm animals and,
yes, even human beings. No one is
safe from injury or death during these
long days of sportive folly. Even
hunters themselves aren't exempt,
often causing self-inflicted injuries
due to carelessness, drunkenness or
just plain stupidi ty. Hunters have also
gunned down their own buddies,
mistaking these gun-toting, orangedonning pals for deer.
These destroyers of nature, in a
delusional image of themselves,
erroneously relate "manliness" with
guns and violence. And if hunters are
seeking their identity as men, they're
not going to find it by brandishing
weapons and shooting at anything
that moves, nor will they find it by
killing to satisfy a desperate need for
power and control.
Clearly, it's a form of insecurity
that drives a man into the woods,
armed to the hilt to do battle with
harmless and innocent creatures,
while ignoring all sense and responsibility and respect for life.

to 300 words, include a daytime

I wish to thank you for the awesome work that you invested in the
voters' guide issue ("Just Do It"
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We've got your look
Just in - lots of casual
coordinates, cozy sweaters,
in wonderful fabrics, great
colors and always the ~
latest stylesl
~

Always 25 - 30% off!
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We've
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favorit
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Salomon
Rossignol,
Nordica
Burton
Lange

K2
Columbia
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